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Bad Week for Cars Around Campus
]

Falling Tree Destroys
\0ne Car, Damages Four
heard the crash," he said.
The reaction of the owners of
the cars was mixed with both
shock and disappointment. "1 just
A falling tree damaged five can't believe it," said Dylan
ears in the Wiggins dormitory Remley *91, whose windshield
parking lot last Wednesday . The was broken by the tree. His
tree fell directly onto the lot, nar- bumper and hood also sustained
rowly missing the Wiggins en- heavy damage.
trance.
His car's damage was not the
Rotting wood and high winds worst, though. The car of Fur-*
caused the tree to fall, according hana Ahmad '91 took the brunt of
to the tree company called in to the damage. The roof of her car
take it away. Carpenter ants had caved in to the level of the back
eaten away the entire center of the seat. Her back windshield as well
tree.
as one of her side windows was
According to Security re- shattered.
ports, the tree fell at 12:45 p.m.
Two convertibles also reWednesday.
The impending ceived damage to theirroofs. Both
danger was noticed a day before of the cars were purchased within
however. John Ives '93 said that the last year. The Mustang con- A student's Toyota Camry liws crushed under the tree which fell outside
he heard the tree cracking on vertible owned by Betsy Stallings Wiggins last week. Four other cars were damaged. Photo by Kathleen Thomas
Tuesday. "I was walking by when '92 was purchased this July. "I strationj knew about [the damtor and/or owner of the motor
I heard a loud crack. I looked up just made my first payment, and aged tree], I don't think that the
vehicle."
and saw a crack in the tree," said now this," said Stallings.
school will cover it, " he said.
Rucci explained that once
Ives. "I didn't think much of it
The reason the school may Security is notified about a probThe tree company took about
though. Trees crack all the time,
three hours to clear the tree from not be liable is its policy regard- lem, it becomes the college's rebut they don't necessarily fall right
the parking lot. The company ing on-campus parking. In the sponsibility.
away."
then checked the surrounding trees section titled "regulations RegardAs for the owners of the
Andy Newcomb '91 was an for damage.
ing Motor Vehicles," it states that wrecked cars, all that they can do
eyewitness to the falling tree.
Even though the tree fell on "Trinity College assumes no re- is salvage what they can. "My car
"Someone was looking up, so I school grounds, the school may sponsibility for vehicles parked is so old, this [the damagel will
looked up and saw the crack. I not be liable, according to Direc- or operated on College property." probably be more than what I
walked into Wiggins and took two tor of Security Bill Rucci. "BeIt continues to say that "the could get for [my car]," said
steps inside. All of a sudden I cause no one [among the admini- risk remains fully with the opera- Remley.
-By Mark RussellNews Editor

Student Car
Stolen, Used
In Robbery
-By Hugh AndersonNewsWriter

Trinity senior Steve Safran
has not had very good luck parking his car on Vernon Street. Last
fall, the rear window was smashed
and the radio stolen. This past
Tuesday morning two men stole
his car and used it in an armed
robbery.
The men drove the car to the
Elmwood branch of Connecticut
Bank and Trust and robbed the
bank. The Hartford Police chased
the car, but lost it near Prospect
and Asylum avenues.
"So my car does handle well
in traffic," Safran said.
According to police reports,
two men dressed in dark clothing
and black ski masks entered the
CBT branch on New Britain
Avenue at 9:15 a.m. One jumped
over a locked door and grabbed
money from teller stations while
the other stood watch as an armed
guard.
The money was then put in
bags. The amount of cash stolen
was estimated at around $30,000
from reports in the Hartford
Courant.
The case could possibly be
linked to other recent bank rob"It was a disappointment to Devine.
student democracy movement in beries in Hartford. As a result the
-By Jane Reynoldsparents of football players, but
The afternoon panel was en- China.
FBI was called in to investigate
I
Ass't News Editor
parents of field hockey and soccer titled "Career Development in a
According to Devine, "the that afternoon. Because they had
players are happy," said Devine. Liberal Arts College". Director most exciting change is this year's traced the getaway car's license
This past weekend was
There was a reception hosted by of Career Counseling Rozanne schedule was moving the music plates to Safran, they started their
; Trinity's annual Parents' Week; end. This year's itinerary differed the soccer teams and the field Burt and Internship Coordinator by student groups to the Quad." investigation with him.
The groups usually perform on
"They pulled me out of Bioifrom of past years. Eugenie hockey team open to parents of all Anne Utz led the discussion.
athletes
on
Saturday
afternoon.
Among
the
other
lectures
was
the Cave patio after the football
ogy class and wouldn't tell me
: Devine of the College Relations
what was wrong. So I didn't find
Extra panels and lectures were "China Since the Crisis: Future game.
and Special Events office noted
The Trinity Jazz Band, After out until I got to the Security ofthat "there are many new addi- also added to this year's schedule. Perspectives". At this well-attions to this year's schedule of "Usually there is only a panel in tended lecture, Professor Michael Dark, the Trinity Pipes, and the fice," Safran said.
Trinity Security told Safran
the morning, but this year we Lestzexamineddifferentreactions
Trinitones gave performances to
events."
his car had been stolen, then the
added one in the afternoon," said- to last spring's suppression of the
Please
see
Parents',
Page
6
One of the obvious changes
FBI proceeded to question him.
was the lack of a football game.
Their main interest was his in'For the first time, there is no
volvement in the crime.
football game," said Devine. "We
"The last thing they care[d]
do, however, have other teams
intentions are not always fully about is getting my car back. They
the
Committee
on
Fraternities
and
Playing on campus," added
-By Nicole MorettiSororities Susan Pennybacker led supported by the brothers. "The just wanted to know if I was inDevine. The men's and women's
Copy
Editor
a discussion entitled "The Future presidents seem like they're hung volved in the crime. I was at
iwcer t e a m s f a c e d W i l l i a m S ) a s
of Fraternities" in McCook Audi- out to dry. They don't seem to get Badminton," said Safran.
The police told Safran not to
"til the women's tennis and field
Wednesday night Dean of torium. The main issues addressed support from their brothers," said expect his car to be found. Morehockey teams. The cross country
Winer.
were
fraternity
sponsored
activilt;
StudentsDavid Winer, Associate
"m hosted Williams, N. Adams
• Pennybacker, the new com- over, Safran's insurance does not
Dean Mary Rosenstock, and His- ties, faculty interest in those acand R.p.i.
mittee
chairperson, said "We cover theft, only collison.
tory Professor and Chairperson of tivities, and the co-education of
"If the thieves had crashed
would tike to have small group
college organizations.
my car and it was found then I
interview
sessions
with
fraternity
"My main concern is that
would be in luck," Safran said.
fraternities fail to do things bene- representatives." She said the
Luckily,his car was found
ficial to them," said Winer. "You purpose of these sessions would Thursday afternoon, about 30 feet
[fraternities] are famed not for be "to elicit the opinions of the into the woods of an area park.
your civic acts, but for the social fraternity members" on a variety The ignition had been damaged,
and his dashboard was cracked.
activities you sponsor." Feeling of issues.
Winer said much of the con- Safran estimates the damage at
that fraternity sponsored activities conflict with Trinity's ideal
P3ease see Future, Page 6 $300.
of fostering an intellectual atmosphere, Winer later stated, "Fraternities say, 'We are literary organizations' but where are the
. Jiterary activities? Fraternities are
social." Winer believes fraternities would be more acceptable if
they promoted civic work and
downplayed some of their social
activities.
Although many fraternity
presidents seem to have good
intentions during administrative
Al
meetings, Winer feels that these
"y w 'lson '91 and he r family enjoy Parent's Weekend.

New Activities Mark Parents1 Weekend

Future of Fraternities Debated

ioiiliii

Life on Other Planets
Security Blotter
An Encotinter with the FBI
On the Long Walk
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Opinion
Editorial
Does Trinity Practice
What it Preaches?
Last weekend the proximity of the Jewish holiday Yom
Kippur made it difficult for parents of Jewish students to attend
the Parent's Weekend activities. It was not the first time the
school's schedule conflicted with the High Holidays.
In fact, Jewish students at Trinity have had to endure poor
administrative scheduling every year in recent memory. Both
Registration Day and Parents Weekend have been in conflict
with the High Holidays before, and one year Saga even had
Christmas theme night on the first day of Hanukkah.
Every year students and parents express their concern
to the Dean of Student's Office, and every year they are politely
ignored.
Most professors are willing to schedule exams and papers
so Jewish students can bbserve the holidays without falling
behind in their work. The administration, however, has shown
little inclination to make such efforts when arranging the fall
calendar.
It is inexcusable for a school which claims such respect for
minority students to alienate them on an annual basis. The
College's slick pamphlet describing Jewish life at Trinity makes
no reference to the fact that Jewish holidays are completely
ignored.
;
Is Trinity's quest for diversity this superficial? Or is the
College willing to put its money where its mouth is and
accommodate the students they spend so much effort recruiting.
Jewish students, like all minorities on this campus,
comprise a relatively small percentage of the school's total
population. This does not give Trinity license to ignore their
concerns.
.
• .
Jewish students at Trinity, when questioned by
prospectives who share their faith, have no choice but to report
the school's insensitivity on the issue. Do we want these
prospectives to hear that Trinity has ignored Jewish students
for years?
The Hillel Society provides an alternative synagogue for
students who are unable to return home, but it is not Hillel's job .
to cover up the administration's mistakes. Trinity should make
it known that its Jewish students should not have to settle for an
alternative.
The administration should show some class and address
this problem in a realistic fashion. If Parents Weekend could not
be scheduled around the Jewish holidays, then, the Dean of
Students could at least have written a letter to the community
explaining why.
.
It is important in the Jewish tradition that the student be
at home with the family during the High Holidays, and it is
irresponsible of Trinity to continually interfere with this practice.

TRINITY
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Jlfbert E. Cockbifiti
;
| Editor-in-Chief|; \
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Claims for "Abortion
Rights" are Misguided
The controversy over abortion has deeply chos#to have an abortion I would be adding a
saddened me. In too many ways the issue wrong to a wrong. However, there always
hasbeen reduced to a squabble between angry seem to be exceptions to every situation. If
people. I do not wish to stir up more hostility, abortion was" illegal, there would still be cases in
but I feel I must respond to some of the jargon which it was performed in hospitals. Rules are
always bent, and people are sensitive. Things
I have been confronted with.
There has been a lot of talk about "rights." like that can be worked out. And that is my
By what authority do people claim rights? answer to reply #3.
What power do we really have? It seems that
people have been exaggerating their own 3.) What if the woman's life is in danger?
importance. People cannot now, and never Like I stated above, this is a question of detail..
have been able to, create life. I believe that My goal here is not to prescribe a ruling-for
God created humans, and in His own image. every situation. Issues like this have to be
We had no control over our own births and in decided in a general way. You can't base a law
the natural sense we have no control over our on an exception. Exceptions come out of the
own deaths. We have no power to create a law.
baby. The power we have is first in our
choice to engage in or abstain from sexual 4.) If the mother doesn't want her baby, but she is
intercourse, and secondly in our further forced to carry out her pregnancy anyiuay, than that
choice of whether or not to use contraceptives. baby is going to have a miserable life. .
If we are going to say, "A woman has a [Note: I'm purposely calling women who are
right to control her own body," let's be pregnant for the first time mothers. I have
specific. That statement does not come up known many such women to be recognized on
except when we are
— Mother's Day, so I know that
talking about a
I am not alone in this
woman's body plus
another body - the Kathleen Yeltema '91 designation.]
My advice is, don't predict
fetus. The bodies are
distinct; they are not one. The fetus is certainly don't the future; it's too difficult. I
believe that
the power
alive; it is not an inanimate object. The fetus and insight to determine
whoI have
is going
to be
is human; it is not a gorilla. Terminating a happy in life and who isn't. All I know is what
pregnancy is terminating a life. It is not I observe and personally experience. I see people
someone's "right" to do that. We have laws who have a lot going for them and are not
to provide structure for our relationships happy. I also see people who have had miserable
with each other. One law in the United States childhoods but are happy people. People who
is that murder is not acceptable. There are are looking for ultimate meaning within
good reasons for this law to be in effect. The themselves are bound to be disappointed. We
presence, or absence of the law does not affect are finite; we must look towards the infinite.
one's capability of killing his or her mother, We don't always have control over our
but that doesn' t imply one has a "right" to do circumstances, but we certainly have control
so. Nor does the law guarantee anyone the over our reactions to them and of our attitudes
"right" to live. That is beyond human control, in general. Some of us need to realize that and
We are only responsible for our own actions. stop putting the blame on someone or something
We don't control the forces of life and death; else.
we are subject to them.
Not all of us were welcome additions to the
In the case of abortion, we are talking family, but we're all here now. I don't regret it.
about the action of preventing a human life My mother could have chosen to abort me or to
from completing it's natural life span. By harm me at any point of time during my
what right do we do that? I anticipate the childhood. Instead, she gave me a head-start in
following responses:
life, and now I am on my own. Now I'm making
my own choices. Some of them are difficult to
1.) Having the baby would be an inconvenience make, but I'm responsible for my choices, so 1
to the_ mother.
don't take (or make) them lightly. Many choices
Well, that's the kind of thing she should have are available to me; I have the freedom to choose
thought about before she made her choice. from among many options. Fortunately, I have
It's time to start being responsible for our a moral code to follow that prevents me from
own actions. Everyone wants an easy way hurting myself. Our societyhas a moral code
out when they've made a mistake. Life doesn't also. In the United States this code was based on
work that way. You have to deal with the Biblical principles. Not everyone acknowledges
consequences of your actions, whatever they the authority of the Bible, but as a society we still
are. You don't have a "right" to avoid them. believe in the code. We need to recognize the
place that abortion has within that code. It is not
2.)
Wliat
if
she
was
raped?
.
,
,
•
a "religious" issue; it is a legal, ethical, fand
R
Kape is a tragedy; the result is suffering. It's societal issue. If abortion is the equivalent of
a shame that we live in a world where people murder, than it is not a matter to be left up to the
would devalue human life that much, but individual to decide. If it was, than there would
we re the ones that make our world the way be no reason to have a law against killing your
it is. Most of us are not rapists, but we've mother if you desired to do so
done our share to make the world a less-thanI see the main problem here as being a general
pertect place. As for the rape victim, we unwillingness to recognize our own
know that l t is unlikely that she will get insignificance on a cosmic level. The fact that
pregnant, but it happens. She may not want we are here a tall and in many ways are protected
to be rnwnant W ^a iB S h e d i d n ' t w a n t t o from o u r s e l v e g [s m a m a z i n g t r u \ h th£c a U s for
t's something that she our gratitude and awe. We can demonstrate
1 her life. I would hate our appreciation by getting our acts together
to be in the situation myself (either as the and acting like responsible adults.
rape victim or her baby) but I know that if I
f/'

All letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday. Only letters signed by the
author and including a phone number for verification will be considered for
publication. Though there is no limit on length, the Tripod reserves the right
to ed.t any submission over 250 words in length. Letters may be left on the
door of the Tnpod office (Jackson basement) or mailed to Box 1310 The
1 npod can be reached at 297-2583.
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The opinions expressed in. these letters do not
necessarily reflect the views, thoughts,
opinions, or beliefs of the Tripod as a whole
or in part.
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Opinion
Dow Responds to Tripod Article; Cites Inaccuracy
To the Editor:
I should like to reflect on
some of the information given in
the Tripod article about the two
students who were restricted from
housing (and the one student who
was censured) as a result of their
involvement in vandalizing a
vending machine installed in one
of our dormitories.
The Tripod did not accurately
cite the College Regulations violated. The correct Regulations
are as follows: #8 Disturbance of
the peace or disorderly or indecent conduct. #13 Theft or willful
destruction, damage, defacement,
or misuse of College property or
the property of others. #17 Violation of the terms and conditions of
the Residential Contract and/or
the Guidelines for On-Campus
Residence.
At the time of the Tripod's
inquiry, I did not know if the
young men in question intended
to request that a formal Board of
Inquiry be convened (see pp 6469 of your Trinity College Handbook) to review their actions and
the penalties which I had imposed
through an initial process of informal adjudication. In light of
the possible on-going nature of
the case, it did not seem appropriate to discuss aspects of it with a
newspaper reporter. Consideration of due process has to be given
in such situations. That sense was
conveyed to the reporter who
approached me; yet, my "refusal"
to comment as presented in the
Tripod left a somewhat different
impression. Even if I had re-

sponded to t#e reporter's questions, I would not have divulged
orconfirmed the students' names,
for fear that they might then be
left open to prosecution by the
vending machine company. I
believe that our intramural adjunctive process should be sufficient.
The actions of the students in
question was not accurately conveyed: It was not mentioned in
the article that, after tipping over
the vending machine, one of the
young men got on top of the
machine and stomped on it, smashing the front. The three students
were brought into the Office of
Residential Services, the Office
having already received information regarding the identity of those
responsible.
In closing, I should like to
address the issue of the levying of
disciplinary penalties as a form of
punishment versus the levying of
penalties as a form of education.
Undergraduates who err out of
ignorance will find that those of
us who are the adjudicators of
student conduct will readily assume an instructive posture, and
any penalties levied will reflect
that approach. The wanton destruction of another's property is
not, however, an issue of igno-

rance for any Trinity College
undergraduate. In such cases, a
loss of privileges will almost certainly result. That understanding
does not preclude the fairconsid"eration of the merits of each case:
it merely establishes a standard

against which each case will be
judged. It also establishes a clear
understanding of the standards for
in-dorm behavior. For the benefit
of the majority of resident students whose experiences can be
adversely affected by an abusive

few, those standards must be
consistently upheld.
Sincerely,
Kristina B. Dow, Director
Office of Residential Services
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Student Questions Wasted Paper
To the Editor:
Last weekend I decided to
take advantage of one of the few
benefits of living in Connecticut
and attending Trinity; I went home
to catch up on some sleep and to

maybe one or two dozen. It was Art, Knowledge,
and the
obvious that some students had Curriculum. Now I admit that
decided to discard what was put in this did not strike me as a "must
their mailboxes by throwing it on read" at first glance, but it did not
the floor. Why can't people use strike me as trash either. A lot of
garbage pails? We are one of the work went in to this publication,
most athletically inclined schools the least we could do is glance at
in the Northeast, is the extra three it. I mean read a sentence or two
feet to the garbage so hard? In (before it hits the floor). Our
addition to any printing costs we faculty puts a lot of time into
the criticism has been justified. must now add the cost of a janitor- raising the academic consciousWecannowchangethat! It's now ial staff to clean up the mess we • ness of this student body, isn't it
time for we, the inhabitants of the have made. SPARC is trying to our responsibility to at least reTrinity community, to attempt and get more garbage cans on campus. spect this attempt? Many stuaid the admnistration in their What is the point? We don't use dents spend a lot of time defendendeavor to transform Trinity into the ones we have. Secondly, why ing Trinity's supposed lack of
a truly equitable liberal arts com- don't we have recycling bins? intellectual atmosphere. We are
munity which views itscitizens as With all the paper we are wasting just proving our critics correct
all being special unique and ca- on un read printed matter, we might with these blatant displays of
pable of contributing something as well put it to good use. It is disdain for anything of academic
to this institution. Contact the about time we start to look at the substance. The least we can do is
Multicultural Society through box waste we are creating.
keep up appearances.
264.
When 1 opened my box, I
found that I too had received one Sincerely,
Josh Maswoswe '91
of these books. It was titled IDE- Christian J. Scognamillo '91
Mia Morton '91
OLOGY AND THE ACADAMY
eat a homecooked meal. Upon
my return, I decided to go to
check my mail. When I entered
the mailroom, something struck
me. There were gray books all
over the floor, not one or two, but

Multicultural Society Defined
classify individuals. Rather the
To the Editor:
members of this community shall
The Multicultural Society
(MCS) was founded to educate start seeing each other as unique
individual human beings.
the Trinity community and its
The Trinity administration
surrounding area about the many
societies and cultures that.com- is dealing with the problems of
prise this very diverse planet, to racism, prejudice and how to best
implement affirmative action
highlight in detail the unique
which will be equitable to all
characteristics which make each
cultural group what it is, and to parties concerned. The Multicultural Society believes they require
teach the Trinity campus and
input from all Trinity students
community at large that western
culture is only one of many di- for whether or not you are aware
verse and unique cultures in this of it we all have at one time or
world. These cultures which are another experienced racism or
equal to or in certain characteris- prejudice. Who better to give
tics and aspects superior to what input than the students who have
is commonly referred to as west- experienced racism all their lives
ern culture the First World. If this and who will continue to face it
after they leave Trinity.There has
organization is even remotely
successful we shall teach the been a lot of rhetoric bluntly
members of the Trinity commu- stated both by students and facnity to stop viewing each other ulty , and sometimes shown in the
media about Trinity's students
through ethnocentric or biased
minds which use stereotypes to being apathetic scholars. Most of

Infected Looking
For Student Writers
To the Editor:
We have notices requesting poInfected is a publication of etry posted in several Hartford
poetry. We have a little bit of bookstores, cafes, and bathrooms.
money, a good illustrator, a fond- We want your honest poems.
ness for cats and opera, and a ten- Honesty, I have recently discovdency to get confused by words ered, makes some people uneasysuch as "authority" and "reality". . so we will understand if you reInfected is only remotely as- quest anonymity, but please insociated with the Trinity College clude your box number so we can
campus. Both Julie and I were return your work. We will accept
born and raised in Hartford and poems until Halloween.
feel'something of valuehas come, Thank-you,
and will continue to come, from Julie Seaman
LisaPetrini
our little origin.

Students form Pro-Choice Group
To the Editor:
The campus group Students
For Choice seeks to foster greater
awareness of the issues surrounding reproductive rights. We are
working to keep abortion safe and
legal.
•The Supreme Court issued
its devastating opinion in the
Webster case in July. The Court
will hear three more abortion cases
this session. We are apprehensive that the rights guaranteed
under Roe vs. Wade will be reversed. We support state legislation to safeguard abortion.
Abortion must be accessible
to all women: rural, urban, rich
and poor. Trinity women have
access to financial and emotional
support when, considering the
option of abortion. However, there
are those who are not so fortunate.
It is vital that these individuals
have the same structures available to them as we do.
Students for Choice plans to
organize lectures and discussions

to promote consciousness on
campus about the issues surrounding abortion. We plan to march in
Washington on November 12th
to show our support for reproductive freedom.
We are speaking out to preserve the right for a safe and legal

abortion. It is not just a woman's
issue, it is an issue for all
people...an issue of choice. Join
us, every Sunday at 9:30pm., in
the Rittenberg lounge.
Sincerely
Members of Students for Choice

Writing a Letter
to the Tripod?
Your opinions will stand a
better chance of making the
paper in full if they are
submitted on Macintosh disk.
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News
Burglar Hits Three
Cars in Funston Lot
-By Alex DolanNcws Writer
Last week, in what appears to
be a hit-and-run crime, three cars
were broken into in the Summit
Street parking lot across from
Funston Hall. Though any theft
seems to have been prevented, all
three automobiles were damaged.
The incident was reported to
the security department by Peter
Bergwal! '90, who became suspicious after seeing a man from a
yellow Ford search through the
back seat of one of the three violated automobiles, a blue Toyota
Tercel. At that point, security
officers arrived and the suspect
drove off in what was determined
to be a 1974 Ford Camera.
"At first, I wasn't sure
whether he [the suspect] was
working on the car [the blue Tercel] or doing somethingelse,"said
Bergwal], who happened to be
driving by the scene at the time.
The man in question then returned to the Ford and produced a
"large wrench." It was then that
Bergwall left for the security office.
When the officers arrived, it
was discovered that all three cars
had been vandalized. Two speakers had been removed from the
Tercel, and windows had been
smashed in both a silver

Volkswagen Golf and a silver
Toyota. However, due to the quick
dispatch of officers to the scene,
nothing was stolen.
"[The suspect] may have been
the same person who has been
responsible for other [automobile]
break-ins [on campus]," said Director of Security Bill" Rucci.
The incident was reported to
the local police by the Trinity
security department. Although the
police have been supplied with a
licence plate number and a description of both the Ford and the
suspect, they have so far been
unable to apprehend anyone involved wjth the crime. The indentity of the suspect remains unknown.

History Professor Dale Graden gave the first lecture to the Psi-U Academic and Social Club.Pliolo by Knliileen Thomas

Pipe Explodes, History Dept. Steamed
-By Mark RussellNe ws Editor.
Workers in the history and
modern language departments
came to work Wednesday morning to see steamcoming out of all
the windows. An attempt to turn
on the heat in the building resulted in a steam leak which
caused considerable damage to
three rooms.
According to reports, a decision was made to turn on the heat'

Graden First Speaker
At Psi-U Academic Club

as atest in the morning of October
3. The steam began to leak out
some pipes as a result of the pipes
not being closed properly.
The first floor was the only
level being tested, yet the steam
rose all the way up to the fourth
floor of the Seabury 20-29 building, which houses the Modern
Language, History, and Political
Science departments.
The condition of the rooms,
according to Gigi St. Peter, administrative assistant of the History department, was "terrible."
The steam set off the sprinkler
system in the Language lab and
the Ladies room on the first floor.
In the office of the History department, many papers and wood
chairs were ruined.
Even though the first floor
had serious damage, no other floor
sustained any significant damage.
The secretary of the Political
Science department located on the
second floor said that "we were
very, lucky."
The steam managed to rise to
the fourth floor without entering
any of the stairwells. The fire

difficulttime grappling with, said
Graden.
Graden pointed to the alienation of so many people in urban
The first meeting of the Psi America as one of the major causes
Upsilon Academic and Social of drug use. "I think it is critically
Club occurred last Tuesday night important to be paying close atat.the Psi-U house. "Colombian
Cocaine on the Streets of America," a speech delivered by Trinity history professor Dale Graden
highlighted the event.
Week at a Hawaiian condominium » Concert by Trinity
Professor Graden has folPipes • Day Cruise for 12 on Long Island Sound •
lowed the drug trade both in the
Hand-made sweater
United States and in the Northern
parts of Latin America. "Within
Columbia, during the course of
Come and find the buy of your life at the
the expansion of cocaine production of the 1970's and into the
early ,1980' s, cocainebecame central to Colombian social reality,"
said Graden. Graden emphasized
that this was not in consumption,
but more political paternalism in
low income areas.
Graden stated that the demand in the United States-is the
root and fuel for the Latin American drug trade. He emphasized
that it is essentially futile for the
U.S. tocontinueits efforts in stopping the trade in these countries
before demand is smothered at
home. "The issue here is not
those countries. The issue is right
here in our streets, within the
United States."
He also pointed to the issue
of how crack, once perceived as
only a lower class phenomena,
has now infiltrated the-middle
class as well. "When I say that
cocaine production in Columbia
is affecting all classes I think it
critically important that al 1 classes
2 Tickets to the Giants game" Restaurant certificates •
in the United States are being
Chinese painting • Pearl necklace and Bracelet • Fudge
, affected and that is something that
MUCHMORE
.:,
an awful lot of people have a
-By Pat Keane
& John Kehoe-

SECOND STUDENT
AUCTION FOR
TRINITY
Thursday, November 2, in the
Washington Room

Silent Auction; 6-8 p.m.
Live Auction: 8-9:30 p.m.

alarms went off in all of Seabury
and Jarvis buildings. It took
Buildings and Grounds staff about
45 minutes to get the steam out of
Seabury.
Caps on some of the steam
pipes in the History office were
missing, while one of the pipes in
the Language lab was closed with
duct tape.
The reasonthat only the first
floor was being tested was because the heating system on that
floor is the oldest of the building.
The first level is scheduled for
renovation this summer.

Workers on the first floor
spent all day Wednesday recovering from the damage. Besides the
desks and chairs being damaged,
the ink on many papers and documents ran due to the steam.
Director of Buildings and
Grounds Siu-Chim Chan was
unavailable for comment Friday
about the steam leak.
Many employees remained
upset about the leak. "I'm still
upset. One of the open pipes is six
inches from my desk. If they had
tested the heat a little bit later, I'd
have been dead, " said St. Peter.

The Arts • Finance/Economic Research/
Management • Human/Health Services
Politics • Advertising/PR/Marketing
Journalism/Broadcast/Film

LONDON
PARIS
WASHINGTON

Media • Public Relations « Business
Tourism • Fashion • The Arts • Government

Politics • Business/Economics • Pre-law
International Relations • Journalism/
Communications • Health Fields • The Arts

Boston University
International Programs
725 Commonwealth Avenue B2
Boston, MA 02215
617/353-9888

Each 14-week, internship program includes:
16 Boston University semester-hour credits,
full-time internships, course work taught by
local faculty, centrally located housing, and
individuated placements for virtually every
academic interest. Programs in London and
Paris are offered during the spring, fall, and
summer. The Washington program is offered
during the fall and spring.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
An equal opportunity,
affirmative action institution

A representative from Boston University will be on campus:
INFORMATION MEETING
OCTOBER 13, 2 - 3 P.M.
SEABURY 405 (FOREIGN STUDY READING ROOM)

Name
Address.
City
_.

. State.
College/University.
. Summer

- Fall

.

.Zip.

Spring

19

. London Internship Programme
The Arts
h/
Finance/Economic Researw
Management
.
Human/Health Services
Politics
Advertising/PH/Marketina
_
Journalism/Bfoadcast/Fiim
_ Paris Internship Program
. Washington Internshi K
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News
Bishop, Picott Lead Drive for New Sorority
Bishop first got the idea a few
weeks ago, during the period of
rush for Trinity's two current
sororities, Delta Delta Delta and
The campaign to start a third Kappa Kappa Gamma. "It just
sorority at Trinity has recently seems as though women don't
been launched by Catherine have as much opportunity as men
Bishop '92. Although well aware in terms of choosing a Greek
of the many obstacles she will organization," she says. "There
have to face, such as faculty ob- are seven recognized fraternities
jection and the college regula- and only two sororities. I'd like to
tions, she is optimistic. "If I can give women more variety in order
raise enough hell, it will be done," to relieve some of the pressure on
them."
she claims.
-By Elizabeth KafkaNews Writer

Bishop isn't exactly sure of
which Greek organization she'll
charter, although she is currently
favoring "Phi Mu," a sorority
highly prevalent in the South,
where she's from. She's called
their headquarters, but "before 1
can convince them to come to
campus, I have to convince people
on campus to accept them."
She isn't having any problem
with that so far. In terms of support, Bishop claims, "The idea
has really gotten around campus

quickly. People I don'teven know
have called me offering their
support." She's circulated petitions around campus and has received letters of support from
every fraternity and sorority.
Bishop and her friend, Allison
Picott '92, who is helping her,
have scheduled a meeting with
President Gerety to discuss possibilities.
Nicole Presber, President of
the Panhellenic Council, and Mike
Petrucelli, President of the Interfraternity Council, both endorse
the idea. However, Dean of Students Kirk Peters is taking a cautious approach regarding the proposal.
Peters feels that men and
women at Trinity have an equal
desire to be involved in a Greek
organization, yet the competion
for women is very fierce, and it's
not quite that bad for men.
"The amount of pain experienced by the large number of

women rejected from sororities is
unfair," he claims. However, he
agrees with the basic principle of
the Law of 1983, which states that
clubs and organizations can't
discriminate on the basis of sex,
race or religion, and there can be
no addtional single-sex groups
brought to campus. He's not sure
how much effort it will take to
appeal this law, but feels a third
sorority "is definitely an issue
worthy of debate."
On October 6, there was a
faculty committee meeting on
fraternities. Although the appeal
for a third sorority was forwarded
to it, no one who attended was
available for comment.
Bishop and Picott hope to get
this underway as soon as next
semester. It may be a tough battle
but they feel they can do it. Bishop
claims,"I have tons of support
from students and some faculty
members. If that's not enough,
the next step is to go to the trustees. I'll do what it takes."

Lectures to Address
Past, Present Racism

Carpenter ants are believed to have cause this tree outside Wiggins to fail, destroying one car and damaging four
others.
Photo by Kathleen Thomas

Two events scheduled for
upcoming weeks will address
topics of racism. The Trinity Open
Period Symposium on Tuesday,
October 17, will address the issues raised by a recent NBC special on "The Black Athlete". On
October 27, activist, writer, and
educator Michael M. Thelwell will
deliver a lecture on "Huey New-

AD Brothers Paint Rooms in Local School
school as a cafeteria. All of the
equipment, paint, and the labor
was provided by the brotherhood,
free of charge.
On Saturday morning, sevLaird Mortimer, an alumni
eral brothers from Alpha Delta trustee who lives in Elmwood, Ct
Phi Fraternity went to the met the principal of the school
McDonough School armed with over the summer. When the prinpaint and brushes. As part of a cipal mentioned the situation of
community service project, the the cafeteria, Mortimer thought it
fraternity brothers painted two could be an excellent community
classrooms which are used by the service project.
-By David GerberNews Editor •

SGA Info Box
-Meeting was held on October3, 1989 at 7 30 in Hamlin Hall.
-The SGA welcomed Jean St. Louis as ourPan-African Alliance.
-Trustee Committee Election Results
Aaron Sobol
Institutional Development:
Dyllan McGee
Steve Rahman
Physical Plant:
Megan Spann
Melissa Gold
Student Life:
MikePina
-Faculty_Committee Election Results
Corrie Foster
Athletic Advisory Council:
Ilicia Silverman
Elizabeth Mines
Academic Affairs Commitee:
Kathleen Buckley
• Nicky Jones
Academic Dishonesty Appeals Board: Sheik Pal
Kathy Littlefield
Jean St. Louis
Admissions & Financial Aid Comm:
Kathy Littlefield
Kathleen Buckley
College Affairs Committee:
'
Nathan Sage
Steve Rahman
Audrey Brashich
Lisa Coren
Curriculum Committee:
Sara Klein
Josh Maswoswe
David Friedman
Financial Affairs Committee:
Josh Maswoswe
Nicky Jones
Sexual Grievance Committee:
W. Rosselli Del Turco

Mortimer contacted Grant
Washburn, President of AD, and
the plan was implemented. "I
went over there and saw how it
was, and it was really depressing," said Washburn.
The project lasted Saturday,
Sunday, and because of the Columbus Day holiday, several of
the brothers will finish the project
on Monday. Because of union
rules, the brotherhood was not
able to paint the walls all one
color. If they did, the union would
have required payment for the
hours that they would have spent
on the work. In order to bypass
this restriction, AD will add designs to the walls on Monday.

The brothers feel that the
designs should help to liven the
cafeteria, which is in the basement of the school. "It's going to
change the whole atmosphere of
the place," said Washburn.
According to Washburn
almost all of the brothers participated in the project. One pledge,
Greg Bums '92, offered his support for the effort. "It was good to
get everyone together and do
something good for the community," said Burns.
Washburn estimates that the
fraternity's costs will be between
two and three hundred dollars.
"We're glad we couldhelp. Itwas
a lot of fun," said Washburn.

Individual Tutoring Available for
Trinity Students

The Writing Center
The writing centcrwill be housed in temporary quarters
this semester while we await the completion of our
new facilities

Fall 1989
Afternoon Hours in Goodwin Lounge
(Next to Cinestudion)
Monday - Thursday 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

ton and the Black Panthers.
"The Black Athlete" probes
the extent to which athletic ability
is related to race. Tom Brokaw
hosts the special, much of which
will be viewed priono discussion.
Following the videotape, a panel
of faculty, and students will lead a
discussion addressing the scientific, social, and political questions raised by the program. The
Trinity Open Period Symposium
will be held from 10:00 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. in the New Social
Center.
Thel well's lecture, sponsored
by the Pan-African Alliance, will
be held in McCook Auditorium at
4:30 p.m. Presently, Thelwell is a
professor of literature and writing
in the W.E.B. DuBois Department
of Afro-American Studies at the
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst.
The author of the novel, "The
Harder They Come," Thelwell
has also written many essays and
columns which have appeared in
"Black Scholar", "The Partisan
Review", and "The New York
Times." In the 1960s, Thelwell
worked in the south as the Washington representative of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee and the Freedom
Democratic Party.
Thelwell, who is actively
opposed to apartheid, was also
centrally involved in the legislative mobilization for the Voting
Rights Act of 1965, and is the
director of the Jamaican Hurricane Reconstruction Fund.

Cruise Ship jobs
Hiring men and women. Summer/
year round. Photographers, louf
iiuicfes, recreation personnel.
Excellent pay plus FREE travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South
Pacific, Mexico. Call Now! Call
refundable.
1 (206} 736-0775.

Evening Hours in Life Sciences 139
Monday • Thursday 6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Drop in or phone for an
appointment: 297-2468

Is It True
Jeeps for
$44 through the
Government? Call for

facts!
(312) 742-1142.
Ext. 5403 A
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News
WESLEYAN
Our friends down the river
have been keeping very busy since
classes began in September.
The Justice Department investigation into the admissions
policies of several Northeastern
schools has hit Wesleyan in more
ways than one. Wes. student
Roger Kingsepp '90 filed suit
against 12schoolsfordamageshe
suffered as a resultof alleged price
fixing policies. Kingsepp's suit
follows very closely the claim the
Justice Department is investigating. He says that the colleges
conspired tofixtuition prices and
financial aid policies (Please see
World and Nation, pg. 9, for related story).
Wes. also recently inaugurated William Chace as president.
Chace was named president in
1988. During the inaugural address six Wes. students handed
Chace a list of grievances on the
"blatant racial policies" of the
school, and then stood before the
podium in a silent protest. Two of
the students were handcuffed and
looked down. The other four
raised their fists in a black power
salute.
BOWDOIN COLLEGE
Former Bowdoin President
Roger Howell, Jr. died September 27.
Howell became
Bowdoin's President in 1969 at
the age of 32 and under his term of
office, Bowdoin became coeducational, eliminated College
Board requirements, and opened
New England's first Afro-American center.
COLGATE UNIVERSITY
The Delta Kappa Epsilon
(DKE) fraternity at 'Gate is under
much scrutiny by the University's
faculty. DKE at Colgate has
become the center of national
attention following the revelation
last semester of intense hazing
policies including gang rape and
bondage of pledges who were in
turn fire hosed for three hours.
DKE was put on suspension at
Gate for several other violations
of college and National anti-hazing policies as well.
HOLY CROSS
If you think Trinity has problems with alcohol abuse...

A staggering total of 20 Holy
Cross freshmen were sent to a
local hospital during the first three
weeks of school for alcohol poisoning. Last year 40 Cross students total were treated. Holy
Cross enrolls approximately 4000
students.
U. SOUTH CAROLINA
The (other) USC marching
band has been instructed to stop
playing "Louie Louie" during
football games because excessive
dancing in Williams-Brice Stadium is endangering the spectators in the stadium's upper decks.
The stadium has a tendency to
sway during football games and
college officials are concerned for
the lives of students.
In July SC officials denied

the Rolling Stones an appearance
at Williams-Brice because they
wanted the stadium used exclusively for football. The athletic
director said "If we let rock, concerts come here, what's next tractor pulls?"
Hey, it's only rock and roll,
but we like it.
TUITION
The College Board said September 5 that tuition increases in
the 1980's have more than outrun
students abilities to pay them. At
four year private schools, tuition
has increased a whopping 56
percent, and at state schools has
gone up over 30percent this decade. Financial aid given by all
colleges has increased only 10.5
percent.

Framed by the chapel, a large Parents Weekend crowd watches the Women
Soccer team defeat Williams 2 - 1 . See story on Back Page.

WRTC Holds Puerto Rican Relief Show
-By David GerberNews Editor
Last year, when hurricane
winds ravaged the island of Jamaica, WRTC ran a relief effort
over the airwaves asking listeners

to contribute to a variety of organizations. Following this year's
near destruction of Puerto Rico,
WRTC was again there to help.
Behind the leadership of Clay
Hurd '92, WRTC held a twentyfour Puerto Rican Relief marathon last Thursday.
"I was thinking about what

Hillel Holds Brunch
For Parents Weekend
Parents and students celebrated the Jewish New Year by
attending Hillel's first Parents'
Weekend brunch last Sunday.
Over 25 people gathered at the
Hillel House on 30 Crescent Street
to brunch while meeting their
children's classmates andfriends.
The general board of Hillel,
in addition to their advisor Rabbi
Joshua Plaut, hopes to achieve
many positive results from this
event. Rabbi Plaut "wants students to recognize Hillel as aplace
to not only observe Jewish holidays and festivities, but also an
organization that is here for students year round."
Tovah Kasdin '92, the president of Hillel, wants to improve
Hillel's visibility on campus well.

According to Kasdin, hosting events in conjunction with
campus happenings such as Parents' Weekend will increase the
recognition of the group as a social as well as a religious organization. "[Eventually] Hillel will
be considered as a religious organization on campus which
welcomes students of all faiths,"
she said.
Hillel's programming this
year includes monthly Sunday
brunches, faculty lunches, and
Friday night dinners. Both Plaut
and Kasdin see remarkable improvement in attendance and
committment to this organization.
They also hope that the enthusiasm will continue in the future.

ROGGI'S GARAGE
10% Discount to Trinity Students
and Faculty with I.D.
Transportation back and forth
Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service • 30 Years in the Area
We arc Reputable and Stand Behind
Our Work
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
••

we did with Jamaica last year, and
we said let's do it again," said
Hurd.
The highlights of the effort
included pleas from Carl Wagner,
Head of Disaster Services at the
Red Cross, Jose Fuergo, Director
of the National Puerto Rican
Forum, and Arlene Angulo ' 9 1 ,
President ofLaVoz Latino. Each
speaker explained the extent of
the destruction to the island.
WRTC did not handle any of
the money, and there were no
direct fund requests. Instead, the
listeners were instructed where

they should send their donations.
"We asked them to send
money to the Red Cross, La Casa
de Puerto Rico, the Salvation
Army, and the Puerto Rican Forum," said Hurd.
According to Hurd, the goal
of the marathon was to increase
Hartford's awareness of Puerto
Rico's devastation, and tolet those
listening know where they could
send their money.
"More than anything," said
Hurd,"the goal of our station is to
promote awareness."

For Sale
1984 Renault Encore
70,000 Miles • 5-speed • New Tires • New Battery
Air Conditioning • AM/FM Cassette • 25 MPG
Dependable transportation - $2,000
Call Bill 297-2553 (work) 568-2480 (home)

Are You Considering Professional School?

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT
is looking for future leaders in Public Affairs.
We offer a 2-year Master's program in Public
Policy, with concentrations offered in:
» Criminal Justice
• Energy & Environmental Policy
• Government & Business
• Health Policy
• Housing & Community Development
• Human Services, Labor & Education
• International Affairs &,Security
• International Development
• International Trade & Finance
• Press & Politics
• Science & Technology
• Transportation
• Urban Economic Development
Interested? Then come meet with the Kennedy School
Representative who will be on your campus on:
DATE: Monday, October 16
TIME:

2 pm and 3 pm group sessions

LOCATION: Please contact your Career Placement
Office for this information.
ALL STUDENTS, ALL YEARS, ALL MAJORS WELCOME!
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News
SPARC Changes Library Hours
of library hours until 1:00 a.m. on
Monday through Thursday and
moving opening hours on Sunday
to 9:30 AM. When SPARC distributed flyers requesting five
The Students Promoting extra workers for these shifts, the
Action to Revitalize Campus have library received twenty-eight retaken a brief recess after success- sponses.
fuly tackling two projects on
Pete Papadopoulos, president
campus. SPARC is a student of SPARC, remarked, "Ralph
organization that addresses the Hamerick, thelibrary director, was
stagnancy that can creep upon very helpful and enthusiastic when
Trinity when productive and nec- he heard our idea. This kind of
essary changes are not enacted. cooperation between students and
SPARC attempts to catalyze such administration is very encouragevolution through the enacting'of ing."
various projects.
Papadopoulos also explained
SPARC has been active in
two major projects. Last semester and during the summer,
SPARC put pressure on the ad- Continued from Page*!
ministration to improve freshman
orientation. Although the adminiThe policy concerning the
stration did not accept SPARC'S distribution and consumption of
plan, it was pushed to hire two alcohol is an issue that is presupperclassman to spend the sum- ently confronting many fraternimer planning freshman orienta- ties. Although Trinity's alcohol
policy is the same as last year,
tion.
The second project com- fraternities have been informed
pleted by SPARC is the extension that they are out of compliance
with state law, and that they must
change their methods.
Winer stated that the majority of the faculty, including himself, is in favor of abolishing
midweek parties. Those in favor
of this action feel that the parties
disrupt the academic environment
that they are trying to improve.
Continued from Page 1
Many students in attendance
a large crowd on the Quad. Clus- expressed concern over lack of
tered behind the seating area were faculty interest in Trinity's Greek
the Class Hospitality tents. Each system. A Sigma Nu brother said
class sponsored a tent, serving that when the students sponsor a
food and drinks to parents and civic activity, such as Pi Kappa
students. "It seemed to work pretty Alpha's softball tournament or
the RA Program's Run for Eduwell," said Mark Russell '91.
Sunday's Coffee Reception cation, it is disappointing when
given by the President was held in no faculty members participate.
"We have apathy loaded
the Vemon Street Social Center
as opposed to the President's down our throats and then no
House. This is due to the fact that faculty members show up for our
there is a whole family living there activities, " said the brother.
now, according to Devine. Other Winer addressed this by stating
events on. Sunday included a that some faculty members feel
that fraternities do not add anybrunch at the Hillel House and a thing
to the Trinity experience
Chapel Service.
and that others feel single sex
groups are "antithetical to a libera! arts college."
A Psi Upsilon brother stated
his disappointment over the atContinued from Page 4
tendance of only three faculty
tention to why their is such aliena- members at a recent lecture spontion among so many people, par- sored by the Psi U Social and
ticularly in our cities." Accord- Academic Club, one of which
ing to Graden, President Bush's was the speaker. "Why should
proposal spends 70% of the money we be taught by faculty who don't
allocated for the drug crisis on
law enforcement. Instead, Graden
proposes that the money be spent
on education and rehabilitation.
The next meeting of the
Academic and Social Club will
take will feature Hozefa Haveliwala discussing the alienation
of inner city youth, particularly
those in Harlem.
Psi-U asserted that they arc
very serious about the club. One
brothersaid "These are definitely
not going to be token presentations. We are really committed to
giving serious lectures throughout this semester and next semester, and hopefully next year people
will carry them on."
-By Chris KellyNews Writer

SPARC'S method of operation.
"We work hard, play hard, and
then rest," he said. "Right now
we are in a three-week recess
period, during which our members can research upcoming projects. After the three-week recess,
we're going to have a dance celebrating our past successes and
getting us going for the next projects. This keeps our energy up."
Finally, Papadopoulos added,
"We tend to work mostly forstructural changes. Although research
and discussion is necessary to do
what we want, we try to focus on
action."

Future of Fraternities

Parents'
Weekend

Graden

come down - but stereotype us when we offer events to let you
[the administration] know more
about ourselves?"
Pennybacker agreed that faculty and administration should
become more involved in student
activities, but explained that Rainbow Sounds were performing at
that same time. Pennybacker continued to say that most faculty
have never been invited to attend
a fraternity party or discussion
and that many of them are very
curious.
She also said, "Any of us who
have been here longer than four
years knows more than you. An
instant data base is formed in some
people's minds from just being
around here. Many faculty feel
that fraternities have degenerated
from what they once were."
A fraternity brotherstated that
more positive input is needed from
the administration. "If you attempted to work with us and tell
us what you want, we could be a
great resource for the college," he
said. Winer argued that the administration has told fraternities
what they expect, but that none
have carried through on plans of
doing what they promise.
One expectation the administration has is the continued
movement towards co-education.
Pennybacker stated, "Already this
is an exclusive college because it
is private. Then we have smaller
groups of exclusivity within
it....Afterall, thiscollegewason.ee
a giant fraternity and then they
had to admit women. Now we're
just applying this rule [of co-education] within the college itself."
The event was sponsored by
theORS/RAProgiam.

iiiiiiiiiiii
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Will train a student to wort
at Dry Cleaning store.
Hours flexible between 7
a.m.-6 p.m.
Part time jobs available for
. 2-3 students. 527-7766

Friday, Sept. 29 at 11:30 p.m. - Mather: Student front desk
worker reported another student as being behind the front
desk, intoxicated and waving a liquor bottle around. The
worker felt threatened by the student's actions, and
contacted Security. Student left building after Security was
notified. Student was identified through photos in the
Handbook. Student denied action.
Saturday, Sept. 30 at 1:35 a.m. - Life Sciences: Security
Officer reported bulk storage of flammable fluids in the
hallway- Fire Hazard reported to Buildings and Grounds.
Sunday, Oct. 1 at 12:30 a.m. - Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
house: During a check of a registered party at another
location, it was noted that there was a crowd of students at
PIKE. A check of same revealed an unregistered social
event in progress. The social committee chairman was
contacted and he elected to close the party.
Tuesday, Oct 3 at 1:00 p.m. - Vemon Street (opposite New
Dorm): A student's car was stolen from the street and had
been used in a bank hold up. F.B.I, requests Security
personneltobe alert to any groups that are wandering in
area, possibly attempting to start cars.
Tuesday, Oct 3 at 5:00 p.m. - Summit E parking lot: Student
reported unknown male in the process of breaking into a
vehicle, notified Security Officer. Officers appeared,
observed the subject run to a vehicle and drive off at a high
rate of speed towards New Britain Avenue.
Tuesday, Oct. 3 at 6:05 p.m. - Seabury Lot: Security Officer
observed an unattendedmimeographmachineon sidewalk.
No known owner, machine placed in Lost & Found.
Wednesday, Oct. 4 at 1:50 p.m. - Wiggins Parking Lol:
Several vehicles parked in the lot sustained damage from
a fallen tree top section that snapped at the center. Vehicle
owners were notified, B&G advised, tree section removed.
Wednesday, Oct. 4 at 9:30 p.m. - Medical Office: Security
transported student to Hartford Hospital emergency room.
Student injured his right arm when running in the Chapel
area and fell.
Wednesday, Oct. 4 at 10:15 p.m. - Alpha Delta Phi: Student
reported that while he was in the bathroom, an unidentified
male had entered his room, asked if anyone was present,
then shut off stereo. Student entered room, subject made
vague statement that he "found his dog" and left hurriedly.
Student realized that his bicycle was missing from room.
Thursday, Oct. 5 at 11:50 a.m. - Ogilby: Student reported
that the fire alarm had been activated in his room, student
requested we contact Hartford Fire Department not to
respond. Security Officer went to location and determined
it was a smoke detector that had been activated due to a
student's burning incense.
Thursday, Oct. 5 at 12:30 p.m. - Chapel parking lot: Female
student reported she was walking through lot towards
Social Center when she noticed three subjects approaching
in opposite direction. One subject reached out and toughed
her shoulder and neck and stated "You're; a cute one,
baby." Similar comments were made as they walked away.
NOTE: This incident was reported concurrently with
another one with similar circumstances which occurred
10/2/89 same location. Female student walking noticed
three subjects approaching from opposite direction, when
one grabbed her arm and stated "Hey baby." Description
of subject who touched both students is the same.
Thursday, Oct. 5 at 4:30 p.m. - Seabury (dance studio):
Student'injured during dance class, subject knocked her
head with another student. Other student not injured.
Injured student was taken to Hartford Hospital.

Corrections
Some information described in "Three Expelled
From Housing" (Oct. 3) was incorrectly identified. The
information distributed to Resident Assistants was in
reference to an incident that occured in Frohmnn-Rhobb
the previous week, not to the incident in North Campus
as the article described.
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World & Nation
Canvass
Patty Pierson
Research Saves.
The September 27th animal rights protest at YaleNew Haven Hospital brought to the local level a national,
highly-charged issue. On one side were approximately
100 activists decrying Yale's use of animals in its drugaddiction studies; across the line, many medical students
defended their right to use animals as subjects in their
search for cures and palliative measures. Some activists
called for an end to the use of laboratory animals in all
research, while others asked that the physicians simply
treat rats, mice, monkeys, and dogs humanely. Which
party was right? Both and neither.
Protesters of any institution or idea are, at the heart
of their argument/questioning the necessity of that which
they protest. Many activists are justified in fighting
certain industries which cause animals to suffer. Cosmetics
companies, for example, have no business using animals
for testing in their laboratories, since this represents a
frivolous and unnecessary waste of living creatures.
Companies such as Revlon and LaCoupe, as well as the
Body Shop have demonstrated that cosmetics and beauty
products need not be tested on animals to ensure their
safety. Yet, the use of animals in medical laboratories is
vital to the prevention of disease and the development of
life-saving procedures. While allowing research to
continue, it is our duty to insure that animals are treated
as humanely as possible, while recognizing that sometimes
that treatment cannot be any less painful or traumatizing.
Lawmakers in Washington are clearly concerned
with the humane treatment of research animals.
Congressional committees have published abstracts for
non-animal experimentation for research, education, and
testing. Teaching hospitals such as Yale-New Haven
Hospital are bound, in their research, to adhere to animal
testing guidelines set forth by the National Institute of
Health, which is the principal medical and scientific
research branch of the federal government. In addition,
the Animal Welfare Act protects animals—beyond rats
and mice—that are used as laboratory models.
The report of a 1986 Congressional hearing on
Alternatives to Animal Use in Research and Testing is
proof of the seriousness with which many legislators
approach the welfare of lab animals. The House committee
which issued the report estimates that "...a minimum ofl7
to 22 million animals are used annually in the United
States for experimentation." About 75% of these animals
are rats and mice. Dr. Gary Ellis, of the Office of Technology
Assessment, observes in the report that:

Diversity Important In
Search For Knowledge
-By W. Robert ChapmanWorld & Nation Writer
Not long ago I wrote a reaction paper for a history class in
which I cited an author who I
assumed was a respected figure in
his field. The sentence I quoted
provided me with an excellent
summary of the events about
which I was writing. Imagine my
surprise when my professor chastised me for citing said author.
While completely agreeing with
the content of the statement, she
incongruously wrote, "[blank] is
hardly the sort of authority toquote
in a formal academic context."
The author in question, it
turns out, is better known outside
academia, but the work I had
cited—a survey of the historical
period under study—had received
an outstanding review from the
Times Literary Supplement, a
publication I had assumed to be
an imprimatur of sorts from the
scholarly world. No such luck.
No PhD credentials; no academic
credibility. .
That's sad. It seems to me
that one of the many purposes of
a liberal arts education is to help
students learn to draw upon the
rich resources that are available in
academia. Trinity College has
long prided itself in not being a
vocational training school, but
rather in being a place where one

is presumably free to choose from
a richer intellectual menu.
Is it necessary to put a
straightjacket upon undergraduate scholarship by penalizing students for citing authorities who
are outside the academic world?
Isn't it just a tad presumptuous to
imply that the search for knowledge ends at the academy' s doors?
If that is so, why does the Trinity
library bother to subscribe to so
many non-academic journals,
magazines, and newspapers? Are
they there merely as light reading,
not to be taken seriously? And
why does the library circulate
books by non-academic authors if
they are not to be cited in academic papers?
Before continuing, let me
state for the record that I have the
utmost respect for the work being
done by the vast majority of academic scholars. Without these
specialists, our knowledge in
many fields would likely remain
static. But non-academic scholars can also provide valuable insight. Our understanding of contemporary political affairs, for
example, would be much the
poorer without an Anthony Lewis
or a George Will to complement a
Hanna Arendt or a Crane Brinton.
Synthesis historians like Will
Durant, Paul Johnson, and Barbara Tuchman—none of them
academics—draw upon the work

of specialists.
In the discipline of medicine, that curious hybrid form that
seeks to combine the intuitive
artistic talents of the healer with
the rational science of the researcher, there is no comparable
disparagement of the general
practitioner—or generalist. Often, it is precisely because of their
broader (sometimes superficial)
knowledge of several disciplines
that non-specialists are able to see
more clearly, to distinguish the
forest from the trees, because they
are less closely tied to it.
Let me also point out that I
am in no way suggesting that
students substitute the scholarship
of the often less-obscure generalist for the detailed knowledge of
the trained specialist. Each serves
a useful purpose, and one must be
judicious in deciding when to
employ the one or the other.
Again, let me emphasize that
no disrespect for academic specialists is intended. What I am
arguing for, instead, is merely an
acknowledgement on the part of
the professional community that
intellectual inquiry at Trinity
should not be restricted to the
priesthood of the academy, and
that they should stop sending the
parochial message to the undergraduates that the fruits of lion--,
academic scholarship are unworthy of serious consideration.

"For most areas of scientific experimentation, totally
replacing animal use with nonanimal methods...is not
likely. However...researchers can attempt to reduce the
number used and also to minimize pain and distress."
Like the groups that clashed at Yale two weeks ago,
both sides of the animal rights debate have a valid point,
and both groups would do well to adopt a middle-ground
position. The necessity of animal research to human life
cannot be denied, ami researchers should make sensitivity
a priority in their studies. Research animals-have helped
save you, me, and those around us; the best way to return
this favor is not by prohibiting further experimentation,
but by using animal subjects as sparingly and as
compassionately as we can.

1989 Rochester Post-BuUeUn
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World & Nation
What Is To Be Done?
Pat Shannon & Jeff Hawkins
The Failure of Gramm-Rudman
In 1985 when Senator Phil
Gramm (R. Texas) and Warren
Rudman (R. New Hampshire) first
outlined theirdeficit reduction law
Americans breathed a collective
sigh of relief. This "fail-safe"
plan ostensibly would bring the
budget deficit to zero by the fiscal
year 1991. Even if our Representatives on Capitol Hill failed to
achieve their yearly reduction
goals, mandatory across-theboard spending cuts would be
imposed. Unfortunately this is
not the case. Since its introduction, the deficit has expanded; in
fact between 1987 and today, it
has grown by $12 billion . This
has occurred simply because
Congress has developed the means
to circumvent its own laws.
This deception has taken
many forms. A brief inventory of
Congress" latest budgetary maneuvers is sufficient to expose
most of them. One of the more
common deceptions they practice
is placing, items off-budget. A
recent example of this particular

gimmick involved the removal of
the operating losses of the United
States Post Office from the budget.
While bringing the Federal Government $ 1.7 billion closer to the
yearly target, the elimination of
these Post Office losses does
nothing to reduce the actual debt.
One of the provisions of
Gramm-Rudman presented Congress with yet another opportunity to overspend. The law states
that once the Budget Office certifies that the deficit will fall below
target levels, the automatic spending cuts that so frighten Washington will no longer apply. The
Budget Office makes this forecast just 15 days into the fiscal
year, thus leaving 350 days for
Congress to spend as it wishes.
Budget Director Richard Darman
called this "a giant loophole... the
biggest single problem that's got
to be corrected."
Allegations like this, however, have done little to stop anyone from taking advantage of this
useful trick. The latest exploitation of this loophole occurred this
week when the administration

moved up the farm price-support
payments to the old fiscal year.
This brought us four billion dollars closer to the 1990 deficit targets, while adding this amount to
last year's total. While appearing
to reduce the deficit by $4 billion
dollars, this accounting shellgame did nothing to effect the
overall total. Gramm-Rudman
seems to hold schemes like this in
particularly high esteem.
The bill itself is such a failure
that the bill's Democratic sponsor, Senator Ernest Holltngs
(South Carolina), has disowned
it. "1 want a divorce from GrammRudman-Hollings."
Hollings
further decried the law by characterizing the latest budget in compliance with it as "pure sham".
The damage caused by
Gramm-Rudman cannot be limited to its failure to solve the deficit problem; it has created problems of its own. By forcing lawmakers to focus complete attention on meeting annual reduction
goals the law has replaced sound
fiscal policy with gimmickry and
shortsightedness.

Gorbachev Cleans
House In Politburo
-By Bill G h e n t Special to the Tripod
Since President Mikhail
Gorbachev's program of perestroika , or restructuring, has
gone intoel'fect. the Soviet Union
has been on the move, attempting
to realign its people with the
Communist party and its many
reforms. In late September, an
expected change came from Premier Gorbachev. He removed
five members from the Politburo,
the chief policy-making body of
the Communist Party, thereby
stirring up the hierarchy of the
Soviet Union. Deemed the "largest shakeup thus far in the Soviet
leader's four-and-a-half years of
power," Gorbachev's move followed a two-month warning that
changes in the Politburo and the
Secretariat—the latter receiving
four new members—were necessary in order to correct the pitiful
economic state of the Union, as
well as its ethnic unrest.
Those voting members removed included Vladimir Scherbitsky, who spent nearly 25 years
on the Politburo; Viktor Chebrikov, a former KGB chief; and
Viktor Nikonov, the Secretary of

Student Files Suit Over Tuition Fixing
"(CP'sl— taking'his cue.frorri a
federal probe into Whether some
schools really do have to raise
theirtuition rates sofasteach year,
a Wesleyan University student has
sued his school and 11 other private colleges, charging they illegally fixed their tuition prices.
In response to both the probe
and the suit, moreover, "higher
education institutions are running
scared at this point," observed
David Breneman, the former
president of Kalamazoo College
in Michigan now with the Brookings Institute in Washington, D.C.
Student Roger Kingsepp
claims the schools "engaged in a
conspiracy to fix or artificially
inflate the price of tuition and
financial aid." Underfederal antiprice-fixing laws, he's asking for
triple damages on behalf of the
125,00 students allegedly harmed
by the scheme.
"I don't think it's fair to students who economically mightnot
be able to take advantage of certain schools to be forced out of the
market," Kingsepp said.
The suit apparently is based
on a confidential Wesleyan memo,
since made public, that indicates
administrators knew tuition prices
at 11 other schools for the 198889 year before the prices were
made "official."
'
Itis illegal for competitors in
any business to swap price information, or to divvy up potential
customers.
Such conspiracies prevent
customers—in this case students—from being able to choose
among competing products or
services, and relieve businesses
from having to control their costs,
improve their programs and keep
down their prices in order to be
successful.
Yet that is what some schools
did, Kingsepp claimed.
A justice department probe

launched inSeptember is investigating how 30 schools get together
each year and,, in effect, decide
which students should goto which
campus, agree not to bid competitively for some students, and even
calculate what financial aid packages to give them.
Nominally competitive campus officials also tell each other
about their upcoming price increases.
Such practices, Kingsepp and
other critics claim, explain why
the schools, free of worry that the
students they covet would take
advantage of lower prices at another campus, have raised their
tuition at a pace higher than the
inflation rate for nine consecutive
years.
The talks, Kingsepp said in
his lawsuit, "eliminate any real
price choices" for students.
In addition to Wesleyan,
Yale, Harvard, Cornell, Columbia, Brown, Princeton and Stanford universities, Amherst, Dartmouth and Williams colleges, and
the University of Pennsylvania
are named in Kingsepp's suit.
"I think they're guilty," said
Wesleyan sophomore Heather
Rhoades. "It's pretty obvious."
Rhoades applied to six private colleges, including Stanford.
The aid packages offered her were
so similar that monev
money "wasn t
really a factor."
"Maybe this will force the
administration to give us more
information," said Wesleyan senBrian Shott. ' Colleges,-he, u , .**..»..
-,
,
lor
complained, are acting nice trie
victim, saying we have to ao u,
it's not illegal."
(
Brookings' Breneman last
year angered fellow campus leaders by asserting that some private
colleges raise their tuition not
because they need to,but because
high fees make them look more
selective, and prestigious.

-•!•>;. ...Since theJuStice Department
started its investigation, "there was
a lot .of worry about (a lawsuit),"
Breneman said. '.'It was inevitable." ,
Justice Department officials
refused comment on the suit,
because it's "totally separate from
the government's actions," said
spokeswoman Amy Brown.
She added investigators
"won't rule out the possibility for
requests for information from
additional colleges in the future."
"The Justice Department has
made no allegations of wrongdoing and Wesleyan believes it has
done nothing improper or illegal," said Wesleyan spokesman
Bobby Wayne Clark. "In regards
to this particular suit, Wesleyan
believes it is totally without merit."
None of the colleges under
investigation that College Press
Serv ice contacted would comment
beyond issuing denials like
Wesleyan's.
The schools make no secret
of the meetings, claiming they're
necessary to avoid nasty bidding
wars for top students and to nix
price from the list of criteria from
which to choose a school.
Just exchanging price and
scholarship information isn't illegal, antitrust experts say. If the
schools agreed to offer uniform
financial aid packages to students
or to fix tuition increases; however, "that would be a traditional
antitrust violation," says Irving
Scher, a New York lawyer who
heads the American Bar Association antitrust division.
"I have no doubt they had the
intent to reduce competition," said
Gary Becker, an economics and
sociology professor at the University of Chicago, one of the
schools underinvestigation. "But
whether they've been successful
is another matter."
If anything comes of the

'' Justice Departrnentiirt vesfigation,
.the Kingsepp suit or any vSubsequent suits, some.thanksvshould
go to former Secretary of Education William Bennett, Breneman
said.
.,
Bennett, now heading the
"war on drugs," made a habit of
accusing colleges of setting tuition artificially high, because financial aid would fill the gap
between what students could pay
and what they end up paying.
"My sense is that a lot of his
public comments helped set the
environment" for price-fixing
investigation's, Breneman figured.
This year, students are paying an average of 5-to-9 percent
more for college than in 1988-89.
And by the year 2005, a college
education will cost $62,894 a year,
predicts Paine Webber, the investment firm.
"It's important for families
not to be so naive," said Kalman
Chaney, president of Campus
Consultants, Inc., a Manhattanbased financial aid consulting
firm. "You have to deal with
colleges as you do any other service orproduct. Don't assume that
colleges will putthestudens' best
interests ahead of the institution."

Agriculture. Most were removed
due to Gorbachev's dissatisfaction with their work as well as
their reluctance to support his
reforms. Gorbachev also removed
two non-voting members of the
Politburo; Yuri Solovyev, whose
candidates suffered defeats in this
year's elections, and Nikolai Talyzin, due to his association with
the decline of the Soviet economy.
Accompanying his changes,
Gorbachev thanked the five
members for their "fruitful activity in Party bodies." Referring to
the impetus of perestroika as
reason for their removal, Gorbachev stated, "It is necessary to
follow this road and to renovate
the Party." But which road is
this? A recent article in the New
York Times reported that over a
thousand Soviet citizens stand in
line outside the U.S. embassy in
hopes of retaining a visa so they
may leave their country forever.
Deemed an "annual event"by one
Soviet citizen, the man further
observed that his country's problems "will either be solved by the
democratic methods of Gorbachev
or by the old melhods of the
,1950's."
For a country that so desperately Wants Gorbachev to succeed, The United States has offered little more than words to aid
the Soviet President. It was,
however, recently released that
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevardnaze and Secretary of
State Jim Baker have agreed upon
anothersummitrneetingto beheld
sometime in the first half of next
year. This summit comes nodoubt
at a crucial time for Gorbachev.
Many political analysts are concerned about his ability to stay in
power after his radical changes
have upset the conservatives
within the Communist Party.
It will be interesting to note
the upcoming changes occurring
in the Soviet Union. Never before, since the nation has been
underCommunistrule.have there
been such radical steps toward
democracy taking place. Also,
there never occurred such a state
of open political unrest. Although
Gorbachev's efforts are intended
to help the people, most, like the
citizen quoted above, still fell
repressed by their government and
harbor
grim
hopes
for
Gorbachev's success. "We'vehad
four years of perestroika and
glasnost and things have only
gotten worse. The only thing we
have is more glasnost and, perestroika." complained one citizen. From the perspective of the
United States, however, that is far
more than the Soviets have ever
had before.
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Drugs: AQuestion of Supply and Demand
ing for their lives.
creases in the drug program's These types of penalties, coupled it not take away from the cities'
On the demand side of the budget.
with mandatory jail time, would and states' abilities to deal with
drug equation, there are the milIt is clear that everyone in- act as a real deterrent to drug the problem.
lions of drug users in America. side the Beltway as well as in the dealers. The often minimal jail
Finally, regardless of whether
Included in this figure is every- rest of the country wants some- time or fines received by drug or not attacking the supply side of
Recently, there has been one one—from the stereotypical inner- thing done to stem the flow of dealers do not deter them from the drug problem is correct, the
topic which has dominated the city youth who is addicted to crack, drugs and decrease drug use. dealing drugs. However, the U.S. government cannot afford to
public consciousness. Few days to the casual, middle-class mari- However, it is time to stop debat- money to implement these obvihave gone by in the past several juana user. Every member of the ing semantics and find a solution. ously expensive measures cannot play at war when dealing with the
weeks without seeing some as- latter segment of the population The war on drugs should not be a come from other social programs drug problem. If there is truly to
pect of the drug problem on the adds to the size, power, and prob- partisan issue. Stiff penalties are such as education-or rehabilita- be a "war on drugs," it is imporfront page of the newspaper. lem of the drug trade in this coun- required not only for dealers and tion programs. If the President is 'tant for the government to go fullSimilarly, it has been difficult to try.
traffickers but also for users. If to live up to his billing as the fledged into it. Innocent citizens
watch the news on T.V. without
President Bush and his Drug people are caught selling drugs, Education President, it is impera- are dying every day on the streets
hearing the newest information Czar William Bennett have put there should be means within the tive that there be ample funding of our cities as a result of the drug
about crack addiction or seeing forth a new initiative to fight the law for judges to lock these people for schools and community cen- trade. Children are growing up
results of the latest terrorist ac- drug problem. Included in this up, and the jails for them to be ters to keep youth off the streets, face-to-face with drug violence.
tions of the drug cartels. Polls program is the reorganization and
locked in. As it is now, most drug away from the drug trade and drug Drug dealers are well-armed, not
indicate that most American citi- coordination of federal, state, and dealers who are caught do not use. The President is calling for only in South America, but also in
the United States. If there is to be
zens feel that the drug problem is local crime-fighting forces, mili- have to worry, because they will
the most pressing issue facing tary aid, and advisors to South probably find themselves back on money to be kept at the federal a true impact on the drug trade, it
the nation. President Bush has American countries that are on the the streets on the next day, at the level, rather than at the state and is important to use all available
responded to this need with a front lines of the "war on drugs," latest. Courts need the ability to local level in the war on drugs. resources, from military weapons
new initiative, a "war on drugs," as well as the building of new and get these people off the streets and This would be a fatal-mistake, for and personnel to tough gun conset forth in his recent T.V, ad- largerprisons forthe imposition of into jails. There need to be swift it is the cities and states that deal trol or anti-drug legislation..
dress to the nation. It is impor- stiffer penalties against drug traf- and harsh penalties for people with the users themselves, and Cooperation with other governtant that the nation take a close fickers. The entire plan requires involved in every aspect of the without government money. The ments is good, as the threat of
look at the drug problem as a an addition of $1 billion dollars to drug trade. For example, if some- situations in cities such as Wash- extradition and trials may deter
whole in addition to the the drug budget, bringing the total one is caught with drugs in his car, ington D.C., Miami, and Lossome leaders of the cartels.
President's initiative, as well as cost of this plan to over $8 billion, take away his license and car. If Angeles will only worsen. If the However, until the "war on drugs"
other possible solutions for the the largest amount ever proposed someone is dealing drugs from Federal government is going to becomes a War on Drugs, there
drug problem.
his house, impound the house. deal with the supply side of the will be no difference felt by the
for the "war on drugs."
drug problem, it is imperative that man in the street, and drugs will
For anyone who has taken
President Bush as well as
remain
Econ 101, it is clear the drug Bennett are to be applauded for
.g
remain the
the plague
plague they_are
they are today.
t
o
problem is one of supply and this initiative, for it seems as if
demand. On the supply side, after many years of allowing the
deep within South American drug problem to spiral out of concountries such as Colombia and trol, there is a genuine desire to do
Bolivia there are powerful and something about the problem as a
dangerous drug cartels, which whole. However, since the unveilexport cocaine and crack to the ing of the program there has been
U.S. and around the world. As a chorus of partisan bickering
trust led to the division of Ireland the confines of Britain's shadow.
the recent assassination of a regarding spending and funding
in the first place, and it continues Under this system of optional
-By Michael O'HaraColombian presidential candi- for the "war on drugs," with Conto create divisions within the withdrawal, the British armies
Special to the Tripod
date as we/las (he terrorist bom fa-gressional Democrats wanting an
boundaries of the North.
could gradually remove their inings of anti-cartel newspapers additional $4 billion for the proThe lack of unity and cohe- fluence from Ireland, and limit
indicate, these cartels are ex-gram, while the White House and
In a 1973 address, British sion has manifested itself most
tremely dangerous and power- Congressional Republicans have Home Secretary Reginald Mauld- explicity in an organization known theirrole to governing those counful. The cartels have declared wanted to leave the plan as is. ing made a statement that has since simply as the Irish Republican ties which opt to remain underher
war on the Colombian govern- Additionally, the President has come to define the English per- Army (IRA). Their goal is a uni- control. For Britain this would
ment as a result of that country's wanted to cut other social pro- spective on Northern Ireland: fied country, totally free of exter- ease some of the political pressure on the Thatcher administracooperation with the United grams to pay for the increase in "There's an acceptable level of
States in the pursuit and convic- spending for his drug program, violence." True, levels of murder nal influences. First rearing its tion, and conserve the dispersetion of drug traffickers. This war while the Democrats have called and mayhem in the six tiny coun- head in 1866, the IRA has come to ment of troops. While undeniahas many Colombian judges and for cuts in defense spending or ties that comprise this eternally wield great influence through their bly an imperfect solution with
members of the government fear- • increased taxes to pay for any in- troubled area are not what they terrorist tactics and their unflinch- multiple negative repurcussions,
were at the time of the revolution ing demand for and end to the it is this writer's view that almost
that initially divided Ireland, but British presence in Ireland. This anything is better than the current
these are only relative terms. covert and violent organization is situation. Conceptually speakViolence is becoming so inte- responsible for the deaths of count- ing, segregation of any sort is
grated into Northern Ireland soci- less individuals who have stood undesirable; but given the ideoloety that anything short of total in its way, considering force the gies and circumstances involved,
annihilation is seen as "accept- only means to their desired end. perhaps a system of voluntary
able". Such ideologies run con- Members live in abject poverty, segregation would do some good.
The question then remains as
trary to rational thinking and must leading lives of stealth and vioBeverly Hills—September 29
change.
Some means must be lence for what they feel to be the to how the IRA will react to such
"I am the daughter of a freedom fighter," remarked actress Zsa
found of turning Northern noblest of causes. The British a proposition. Granted, it fails to
•Zsa Gabor after sentencing at a Beverly Hills Municipal Court.
Ireland's swords into plowshares Army has been active in Northern meet the IRA's goal of complete
The actress was arrested by police officer Paul Kramer following
and restoring sanity to a region so Ireland for over twenty years, in Irish unification, but it is a step in
a June 14 incident in which Gabor was found driving without a
an effort to keep the IRA in check that direction. By allowing all of
long lacking in it.
valid driver's license in a Rolls-Royce with expired plates. An
and to protect its citizens. As Mr.
open container of alcohol was al so found in the glove compartment
The very core of the crisis in Maulding's phrase suggests, this Ireland the option of unifying,
of her car, Gabor was reported to have fled the scene of the traffic
Northern Ireland is a product of struggle has reached something perhaps the IRA could step back
confrontation while Officer Kramer was writing her ticket. He then
the religious intolerance that has of a bloody stalemate. Violence and allow Sinn Fein (the political
chased the actress several blocks only to meet with a slap in the face
existed for centuries between persists, but at a level deemed and legal arm of the organization)
when he attempted to remove Gabor from her car. Zsa Zsa faces
Protestant and Catholic factions. acceptable—mainly as a result of to try and achiveits goals through
apotential 18-month prison term as well as a $3500fine, in addition
propaganda and campaigning.
While independant Southern Ire- its persistence.
to restitution to the city for the $30,000 in litigation fees.
This way, the violence ceases, the
land (Eire) is overwhelmingly
New York—October 5
In a society so seemingly IRA can still pusue its goal, and
Catholic, the demographics of
Northern Ireland are split between zealous in its beliefs and ideals, it the factions of Northern Ireland
Metropolitan Hospital released information indicating the
female jogger brutally raped arid beaten in Central Park April 19
the two factions, with a substan- becomes exceedingly difficult to that cannot seem to reconci le their
intends to help prosecutors build a case against her teenage
tial Protestant majority. Mutual negotiate any sort of agreement. differences will be under the juattackers. The 28-year-old investment banker revealed to her
hatred and discrimination against Given the IRA's terrorist orienta- risdiction of two separate governpsychiatrist Her intent to speak to the district attorney if her input
Northern Catholics can be traced tion, they are all but impossible to ments.
would aid prosecution of the youths, who now deny ever seeing the
back eternally in Irish bloodlines. quell. Perhaps then, the best soluGranted, there arise many
jogger at all, Currently rehabilitating at Gaylord Hospital in
Governance coming all the Way tion should start at the very core knots and difficulties which hinWallingford, CT, the victim sustained'permanerit brain damage as •: from Westminster only empha- of the Northern Irish problem and
der the implementation of such a
a result of the beatings. ,'
.'• ,
sizes this feeling of oppression to work up. Since religious dif- strategy, and these will need to be
New Haven;—October 7
among Irish Catholics. That is ferences seem to rest at the heart dealt with. These ideas are not
not to say that discrimination of of all the issues, start there. By offered as a final or ideal solution.
Two federal grants will furnish close to $11 million to three
Catholics is- a: matter of British allowing the six provinces the Rather, they should serve as food
clinics in: this city,; suffering from one of the highest per-capita
policy in the territory; the prob- option of either seceding from or for thought—notions to be played
AIDS rates in the nation,. These funds are intended for use in a
federal AlDS-drug trial program slated to span several years and
lem is one that appears on the remaining in the British Empire, with and manipulated to achieve
include inner-city victims of the disease. The federal drug-testing
grass-roots levels of Irish.ciilture,- some of the religious tension could the best possible outcome. It is
study is unique in featuring a greater variety of groups infected with
in the pubs and the factories. It is be abated. Those provinces that" high time that the bloodshed that
the disease, including more Hispanics, Blacks, 1. V. drug users, and
there where this discriminatory are predominantly Catholic could has become an aspect of everyday
theiKexiial partners.
atmosphere can do' the most then merge with the. Catholic- life in Northern li eland be stopped.
damage.: Central religious mis- oriented Eire, while the ProtesIt is time for a L ompi omisc among
tant counties could remain within zealots.
-By Ted EinhornSpecial to the Tripod
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Seek Solutions To Homelessness In Hartford
-By Eleanor TraubmanSpecial to the Tripod
It is early afternoon at St.
Elizabeth's house — a soup
kitchen and homeless shelter in
downtown Hartford. Joe Smith'*,
a man in his early twenties, leans
anxiously across the front desk to
talk to Wayne Tilling ,a shelter
employee. "I hear you have some
beds open. Can you tell how I can
get one?" Wayne informs Joe that
if he is the first man who has not
been drinking in line outside the
back door at 4 dclock, one of the
two free beds might be his. "Oh
no, man" says Joe decisively,
referring to the part about drinking, "1 don't do any of that. So
how long can I stay here if I get
in?"

in the clothing room. While this ment for low-tomoderate-income
group makes important contribu- housing. According to Sorenson.
tions to the maintenance of the "The idea of setting such a quota
building, their priority is to over- has received some early positive
come barriers they encounter in reception. Ten percent is not an
reclaiming jobs, housing and unreasonable number to look at."
In the quest for affordable
health. It is the volunteers who
address those limitatons. "From a housing, the corporation is not the
budgetary standpoint," comments only force being challenged to
director Sorenson, "volunteers are change policy.On October7, over
vital to our existence. We simply 200 St. Elizabeth residents, past
could not pay or hire enough staff and present, along with Trinity
to perform the functions which students and other citizens of
volunteers perform on a daily basis Hartford, will march on the
—everything from cooking, doing Capitol to demand affordable
yardwork, picking up food dona- housing from our national repretions, and cleaning the shelter and sentatives. Sorenson sees the
the kitchen. From a programmatic march as a historic event which
and philosophical standpoint, our will give homeless people selfvolunteers are the liteblood of esteem: not only will they see
what we do. The message that how many people are working on
volunteers carry by being here their behalf, but they will take an
because they want to is, in itself, active role in the larger picture of
invaluable in the process of the what is affecting them. Says
Sorenson, "They are taking their
recovery of the people here."
Sorenson's attitude toward message to the streets of WashTrinity student volunteers is an ington to let these people know
especially positive one. "Since I 'I'm not just some liberal dohave been at the shelter, Trinity gooder in a suit and tie out here
students have always followed marching because it's the thing to
through on the commitments they do. I'm a person who has maybe
have made. I can't make that spent the last couple of winters
statement about everyone who living in a dumpster under a highwalks through our doors to volun- way or in an abandoned building.
teer. The folks at the shelter and I want you to know that I do not
soup kitchen are the best judges of want to continue to do that anyhuman character that I have ever more and that it is your duty as
met. They can spot a phony very someone in government to see
quickly. They have really taken to that I have a decent, affordable
all of you because the message of place to live.' The homeless are
your commitment has shone saying to the marchers 'Evaluate
through. It has never been shal- why you're here. Listen to my
story and hear where I am coming
low."
from.'"
Volunteers and staff invest
At the Housing Now! March,
time, money and energy into allethe
homeless
population will voice
viating'some small percentage of
human suffering which occurs on its collective story for people in
a day-to-day basis. The fact re- Washington and across the nation
mains, however, that in Hartford to hear.
—"the nation's insurance capi- Meanwhile, at shelters like St.
tal"—econfimic, social and po- Elizabeth House, staff and volunlitical trends are largely deter- teers will listen to the stories of
mined by coiporate policy. As a individuals like Joe Smith. They
former Aetna systems analyst, will provide him, upon his reSorenson is conscious of corpo- quest, with food and clothing. He
rate response to social problems. may or may not. secure a 28-day
He is heartened by the fact that residency; he may or may not find
city shelters "have benefitted from a job that will pay for his rent
the generosity of some of the larger somewhere in Hartford. Longcorporations in the city." Last lasting social change—the path
year, for example, the Hartford toward the eventual elimination
Insurance Group matched $20,000 of Joe Smith's need for St.
of individual donations from the Elizabeth's services— will call
public, and raised $.40,000 for St. for a broad-based coalition which
Elizabeth's. "Granted, it didn't can bring the message from
cost the Haftford Insurance Group Washington, with all of its energy
and urgency, full circle: Volunpeople disagree with it, you can much in the overall picture, but at teers, shelter staff, and those
express it as long as this expres- least they identified homelessness people most directly affected by
sion does not impinge on the rights as a worthwhile, legitimate cause," hunger and homelessness can
of others. After all, it was not the noted Sorenson.
bring that energy into their day"When it comes to contribrights of the majority that the
to-day commitment to carrying
designers of the Constitution were uting to long-term solutions to out the basic functions of the
homelessness,"
asserted
Sorentrying to protect. It was the ideas
shelter. It is more important,
of the minority that were poten- son, "corporations are just start- however, that the people who
ing to scratch at the surface of root
tially at stake in a democracy.
discuss homelessness within the
Even though I think that it is causes." Corporations such as confines of college campuses and
nasty and disrespectful to bum or Aetna and Signa, for example, office buildings take the message
deface the flag, I must concede have real estate property divisions and turn their concern into practithat the Stars and Stripes is only a for investment puposes, Given the cal action. With a broad-based
symbol. Paradoxical as it may fact that lack of affordable hous- coalition to address the issue from
seem, the only way we can truly ing is the number-one cause of all angles, a society free from
protect the ideas that the flag homelessness, these corporations homelessness will be achieved
represents is by letting it burn if are part of the problem, in spite of sooner than we think.
we have to. What good would our their generosity. Hunger and
ideals be if, in the course of pro- homelessness activists have chal* Name has been changed to
tecting them, we .compromised lenged them to set aside 10% of
protect
identity
their
yearly
commercial
developthem?

"Twenty-eight days." replies
At St. Elizabeth, the effort
Wayne, and Joe is relieved. "Oh to alleviate physical suffering and
good. Enough time to get back on provide otherwise inaccessible
my feet. This is the first time I've social services is tripartite: staff,
been homeless."
volunteers and the residents themJoe Smith is one of the esti- selves band together, each playmated 1500 homeless people who, ing a different but necessary role.
on any given night, searches for There are some people who may
one of the city's 500 beds distrib- want nothing more than a meal, a
uted among its seven shelters. shower, the use of bathroom faWithin the confines of college cilities or some clean clothes. St.
campuses and office buildings, Elizabeth's provides these things,
members of the Hartford commu- and, if people request them, assisnity express concern about the tance in finding affordable housgrowing number of people like ing, a job, and treatment for subJoe. As the director of St. Eliza- stance-abuse, mental or medical
beth House, Bob Sorenson pro- illness.
vides insight into the level on
While staff tend to individwrfich staff, residents, volunteers ual needs, residents and volunand corporations turn concern into teers together contribute to to the
action, both to meet people's upkeep of the house. Residents
most immediate needs and to ef- cook and clean up after meals,
fect more long-term solutions.
unload food donations and work

R\6\\T\T0-Utt
/ VICTORY

Protect Flag Burning, Not
The Stars and Stripes
-By Daniel J. ScanlanWorld & Nation Writer
The problem of flag burning
is something that has received a
lot .of press lately. Some would
like to solve this dilemma by
passing strict laws prohibiting it
or even making flag burning
unconstitutional. Yet before we
go as far as creating a new amendment to the Constitution, we , as
a society, should decide exactly
what we would attempt to protect
with such a radical measure.
The basic premise behind the
movement to ban burning of the
flag is that some view the act as
an insult to everything America
stands for: freedom, the

Constitution, etc. This notion is
logical because that is what the
flag is supposed to be—a symbol
of a nation. Therefore, it follows
that people get pretty upset when
they see a flag burned, because it
is an attack on their national values and spirit. It is also reasonable that many people would seek
punishment for those who do this.
But, if we defend the
Constitution and American ideals
by prosecuting those who bum
the Hag, what toll will this take on
the very ideals that we hold to be
sacred—ideals which ultimately
distinguish our country from any
other nation that has existed on
Earth? I speak of the concept of
freedom of speech, expression,
and press; the idea that no matter
what your opinion is or how many
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We're Already One of the Best
Newspapers in NESCAC..,This term the Tripod has made some changes for the
better. Expanded commentary on the Opinion pages,
the Security Blotter, Dave Barry and Calvin & Hobbes
in Features, and better coverage ofthe college football
scene have all improved the Tripod

....But We're Trying to
Become Ewen
Wewouldlikeyou, the members oftheTrinity community
to tell us how we can make ourpaper better. What do
you like about The Tripod? What do you dislike? Are
there features we have discontinued which you miss?

The Tripod is committed to providing the best news,
sports, arts and features possible. But we need to
know what you, our readership, would like to see in
your weekly newspaper. With your help, The Tripod
will become the best college weekly in New England.

Seed your comments and

- BOM 1310
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Announcements
Thursday, Oct. 26 - Paul Bloom, silent auction, prizes include a
Head Dharma Teacher at the New weekend cottage in New HampHaven Zen Center will present a shire, a riverboat ride for two, a
"Zen Meditation Workshop," in Maine weekend for 8, and much,
Seabury 39 from 4:30 p.m. to 6 much more. Refreshments &
p.m. Sponsored by Asian Studies. Community Literature Tables.
The lecture is free and the public 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. (Doors
is invited.
open at 3:30 p.m.) Washington
Room, Mather Hall, Trinity ColSYMPOSIUMS
lege. Tickets: $50, $20, $10,
Children under 12 free. Tickets
Tuesday, Oct. 17 - "The Genetics available at the Reader's Feast,
of Sport: Questions of Race and 529 Farminton Ave, 232-3710 and
Athletic Superiority." A recent Golden Thread Booksellers, 915
NBC Special on "The Black State Street, 777-7807.
Athlete" raised some important
and provocative questions about Friday, Oct. 27 and Saturday, Oct.
the extent to which athletic ability 28 - The Hartford Symphony
is a function of social environ- Orchestra with Tibor Pusztai,
ment and the extent to which it is associate conductor, and Trinity
detemined by genetic factors as- College Organist John Rose.
sociated with racial difference. Works by Hadyn, Schubert and
After viewing the major part of Pinkham. Chapel. 8 p.m. For
that Special, a panel of faculty ticket information, call the Symand students will lead a discus- phony at (203) 246-8742.
sion in which the issues - scientific, social and political - raised FILMS
by the film are addressed. We are
hoping for a large attendance and Friday, Oct 13 - Dmitri Pokrovsky
active audience participation on Ensemble, a Russian ensemble of
this very significant issue. 10:00 musicians, will perform folk
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. New Social music. Tickets: $10. Box office:
Center.
(203) 297-2199. Co-sponsored by
Trinity College, Men's Choral
Club of Hartford and First Church
MUSIC
of Christ, West Hartford.
Sunday, Oct. 22 - Reader's Feast
6th Anniversary Gala Celebration Saturday, Oct. 14 - "les Portes
will present a benefit concert Toumantes," a French Canadian
featuring Tom Paxton, Nancy film with English subtitles, diTuckerand Alison Farrell, People rected by Francis Mankiewicz.
of Good Will, and Special 2:30 p.m. Cinestudio. Free adChildren's Music Program. Along mission. A reception will follow
with the concert there will be a the screening.

DANCE

GENERAL

Tuesday, Oct. 10 - Two dance
companies, the Bebe Miller and
Company and the Ralph Lemon
Company, will perform new
works by New York-based choreographers Bebe Miller and Ralph
Lemon. New works jointly commissioned by the New England
Presenters, Jacob's Pillow and the
New England Foundation for the
Arts. Performance is part of a tour
organized by the New England
Foundation for the Arts. 8 p.m.
J.L. GoodwinTheatre, Austin Arts
Center. General Admission: $10;
students and senior citizens: $5.
Box office: (203) 297-2199.

To All Students in Intermediate
and Advanced Spanish Courses:
This is to announce that there will
be a Conversation Hour in Spanish in the Modern Languages
Lounge in Seabury every Thursday from 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. This
will give you an opportunity to
practice the language and learn
about Spain and Latin America.
Ms. Isabel de la Cuesta, Graduate
Fellow in Spanish at Trinity College, and a native of Spain, will
conduct these sessions.

THEATER
Thusday, Oct 12 through Saturday, Oct. 14 - "Theater of the
Female Body," a program
featuring"Dr. Charcot's Hysteria
Shows" at TheaterWorks, 233
Pearl St., Hartford, and an interdisciplinary conference in Wean
Lounge, Mather Hall, Trinity
College. Admission is free to all
events but reservations are advised for performances. For more
information on the conference,
call (203) 297-2052. Forperformance reservations, call (203) 5277838.
Beginning Sunday, Oct. 22nd, the
library will be open until 1:00
a.m. Sundays through Thursdays.
We have been open on Sunday
mornings at 9:00 a.m. since the
beginning of the semester.

Photos by Kathleen Thomas

There will be an informal Cafeconversation hour in French every
Wednesday from 5 p.m. - 6 p.m.
in the Modern Language Lounge.
All those who wish to practice
their French are welcomed. Coffee and sweets will be provided.
Registration for2ndquarterphysical education classes will be held
on the last three days of 1st quarter, Oct. 1 lth, 12th, 13th, inRobin
Sheppard's office in Ferris 202.
You may also register during Open
Period in Ferris 202. During the
first week of 2nd quarter, Oct.
23rd - Oct. 27th, you may still
add/drop 2nd quarter classes with
the permission of that course instructor. Most classes have a class
limit... So don't wait until the last
moment!!!
STUDENTS!! Amaze your
friends and impress your professors! Prove to yourself and others
that you really have learned some-

thing in college! How? By volunteering to be a speaker for the 2nd
Annual Student Forum Series. The
Student Forum began last year as
a project of the Graduate Mentor
Program. It is a fairly informal
lunch-time program designed to
give you, the student, a place to
presentyouroriginal research and/
or creative writing for the benefit
and pleasure of you peers and
other members of the community.
The Student Forum Series is a
year-long program, so if you feel
your work is in a too-preliminary
stage for public consumption,
contact me anyway and we'll work
toward a presentation date in the
Spring Semester. Interested Parties, please contact Laura Abrahamsen-Lazos, Graduate Mentor,
at Box 2116 Trinity College,
Hartford, CT 06106 or telephone
(203)246-2851.
Aspiring young artists may have
an opportunity to syndicate their
cartoons to college newspapers
nationwide when a new project
now under development is finalized, according to Gary M. Reynolds and Associates (GMR), a
national promotion and marketing firm located in Milwaukee.
GMR is searching for student
cartoonists for editorial, strip and
panel cartoons dealing with subjects which have a college orientation or address national issues.
Interested students may submit
sample work to or call Steve
Harsin at Gary M. Reynolds and
Associates, 16535 W. Bluemound
Road, Suite 230, Brookfield, Wis.
53005; 1-800-622-5453.

Questions by John Claud & Mark Russell

"What's one thing about Trinity you wouldn't tell your parents?"

Mike Hall '91
"Everyone on Sunday morning."

Cam Griffin '92
"Chapel slides."

Betsy Wieden mayer '93
"How little work I do."

Mel Osborne '90 &
Dave Lamarche '90
"The Elmo Tracy Lords video
collection."

Mike Pina '92
"Late night Bishop rendezvous.1

Scott Mattoon '91
"The beer can up the Bishop's
cape."

Ted O'Connor'92
"My sex life."

Stephanie Lerner '92
"I can't say, tny parents are right
behind me."
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Announcements
tion will be on Wednesday, Oct. Grants Office are sponsoring the
11 from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. second lecture of the Lunch Series. Fred Pfeil, Assistant ProfesThrough Wednesday, Jan. 31 - Free admission.
sor of English, will present a fic"Pheasants: Splendid Birds of the
tion reading. The lecture starts at
Orient." Audubon Room, Wat- LECTURES
12:30 p.m. and is held in the
kinson Library, "A" Floor, Trinity College Library. Monday Wednesday, Oct. 11 - "Barren Women's Center, third floor of
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to Models and Robber Barons" by Mather Hall. All are welcome.
4:30p.m. and Saturdays from 9:30 Gerald Gunderson, the Shelby
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. when the Col- Cullom Davis Professor of Ameri- Thursday, Oct. 12 - "How the
lege is in session. Free admission. can Business and Economic En- Universities STOLE U.S. Literaterprise at Trinity. 4 p.m. Faculty ture From the People Who CreThrough Wednesday, Jan. 31 - Club, Hamlin Hall. Faculty Lec- ated It," a lecture by Alan Wald,
Professor of English.at the Uni"Maps and Images of New Zeal- ture Series. Free admission.
versity of Michigan. 8:15 p.m. in
and." Watkinson Library, "A"
Floor, Trinity College Library. Wednesday, Oct. 11 -Open house the Rittenberg Lounge,-Mather
Monday through Friday from 8:30 at Watkinson Library featuring a Campus Center. Sponsored by the
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturdays talk on "The New Zealand Con- Department of English, the Amerifrom 9:30 a.m. to 4:30p.m. when nection" by Keith Hook, map can Studies Program, and the Alan
the College is in session. Free collector and former counsel of K. Smith Fund.
admission.
Connecticut Mutual. 8 p.m. Watkinson Library, "A" Floor, Trin- Friday, Oct. 13 - "Rituals of the
Wednesday, Oct. 11 through ity College Library. Free admis- Female Sacred." Carolee SchSunday, Nov. 12-"Paintingsfrom sion. Hook's talk is given in con- neemann, Deborah Hay, Ann
1979 -1989" by Vermont-based junction with a Watkinson Library McCoy. 10 a.m. to 12 noon. Wean
artist Clay Kanzler, whose work exhibit titled "Maps and Images Lounge, Mather Hall. Free adis shown in galleries throughout of New Zealand."
mission. This session is part of a
the East Coast, Widener Gallery,
three-day program Oct. 12 - 14
Austin Arts Center. 1 p.m. to 5 Thursday, Oct. 12 - The Trinity titled "Theater of the Female
p.m. daily. The opening recep- Women's Center and Faculty Body." In addition to the interdisEXHIBITIONS

ciplinary conference at Trinity
College, "Theater of the Female
Body" will include rehearsals,
performances and discussions of
"Dr. Charcot's Hysteria Shows"
from Oct. 12-14 at TheaterWorks,
233 Pearl St., Hartford, (203) 5277838. These events are free but
reservations are advised for the
performances. For conference
information, call (203) 297-2052.
Friday, Oct. 13 - "Theater of
Sexual Politics/Pornography."
Madelon Sprengnether, Holly
Hughes, Richard Schechner. 1:15
p.m. to 3:15 p.m. Wean Lounge,
MatherHall. Free admission. This
session is part of a three day program Oct. 12-14 titled "Theater
of the Female Body." See Oct.
13th "Rituals" lecture for more
details on the conference.

three day program Oct. 12-14
titled "Theater of the Female
Body." See Oct. 13th "Rituals"
lecture for more details on the
conference.
Monday, Oct. 23 - "Hunting and
Herding in the Frigid Tropics:
Cave Archaeology in High Alti- »
tude Peru" by John Rick, Associate Professor of Anthropology at
Stanford University, 8:15 p.m,
McCook Auditorium. Free admission. Sponsored by the Hartford
Society of the Archaeological
Institue of America in conjunction with the Trinity College
Classics Department.

Tueday, Oct. 24 - "The Classical
Myths of Greece," by Trinity
College Professor of Classics
Anthony D. Macro. 12 noon. J,L.
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Friday, Oct. 13 - "Femininity as a Center. First in the annual Town/
Masquerade/Semiotics of Wom- Gown Forum lecture series titled
anly Gestures." Berenice "Mythology Lives!" Registration
Reynaud, Mady Schutzman, for the series of four lectures is'
Susan Foster. 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 $35 which includes lunch. Indip.m. Wean Lounge, ' Mather vidual tickets will be available at
Hall. Free admission. This ses- the door for $10. For more inforsion is part of a three day program mation, call (203) 297-2092.
Oct. 12-14 titled "Theater of the
Female Body." See Oct. 13th Thursday, Oct. 26 - "Curiosity/
"Rituals" lecture for more details Curiosities: Women and Mirrors
on the conference.
in 18th Century England" by
Barbara Benedict, Assistant ProSaturday, Oct. 14 - "Semiotics of fessor of English at Trinity ColRacial/Cultural Differences." lege. 12:15 p.m. Women's CenJoan Erdman, Rebecca Schnei- ter, Mather Hall. Free admission.
der, Andrea Hairston, Brenda Sponsored by the Trinity
Dixon. 9:30 a.m. to 12noon.Wean Women's Center and faculty
Lounge, Mather Hall. Free ad- grants office at Trinity College.
mission. This session is part of a

Art Clothes
The Tuxedo Store
We are Offering a
Select Group of •
Used Pierre.
Card in Tuxedos
for Sale.

$125 -$225
TRINITY COLLEGE

mmm

SS Pratt Streets Hartford
527-3201
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Extensive
Bar/Deli
Menu All
Night
Everynight
EXTRA!! EXTRA!!
Read all about it!

Mondays

lilillil

500 BUD

All Request
D.J. Andy Katz

$3.00 Cover
9-12:30

Pitchers for 2

Wednesday

Well Drinks $1.50
All Domestic Bottled Beer $1
Thursdays 4b O

u.

Pitchers for 2 - All Night

Happy Hour
4-7
5(K OFF YOUR
FAVORITE WELLS,
HOUSE WINES.
DOMESTIC BEERS

.00

EVERYDAY!

Fridays Party! Party! Party!
& Saturdays
$3 pitchers All Night
Fri & Sat night all request DJs
Bring your tapes, and CD's and we'll play them for you

minute walk from North Campus on the corner of Zion & SummitS47-1921

Photo ID
Always Required
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Arts
Kanzler to Display Paintings
promising senior artist, techniques incorporate vibrant
Kanzler has dedicated himself colors/ transparent mists and
to painting and drawing for a broad range of line and form
and produce an effect that can
the last seventeen years.
In 1979 Kanzler settled be interpreted and enjoyed on
On
Wednesday
in
Pomf
ret, Vermont where he many levels ranging from
October 11 at 4:30 PM, artist
simplistic to symbolic.
and Trinity alumnus Clay works from his studio in his
During the past four
converted
barn.
There,
and
Kanzler will open his
years, Kanzler spent the winter
out-of-doors,
he
captures
the
exhibition of paintings in the
months in the Caribbean,
Weidner Gallery of the Austin essence of rural Vermont using Bermuda, and Hawaii where
oils
as
a
medium.
By
Arts Center. The exhibit will
he worked on combining a
run from Octoberll through combining his personal warm palette with the effects
interpretation
of
a
scene
with
November 12, and is open
realism, he creates unique of changing light and water
daily from 1-5 PM.
into his work.
In , these
A former Presidential paintings that evoke varying paintings he continues to
moods
that
the
onlooker
can
Fellow and winner of the
His bold successfully combine the
Pappas Award for most identify with.
mystery of foreign places with
the familiarity of a personal.
perspective.
Auditions for EVERYMAN, the classic Medievil
Currently,
Kanzler
morality play, will be held on Wednesday
shows his work in galleries
throughout the East Coast and
October 11 from 7 PM-10 PM and on Thursday
Mid West. His paintings are
October 12 from 3:30-6:30. Location TBA
also in .many corporate and
private collections,
through signs posted around campus. All are
The Opening Reception
welcome.
for the show will be held
Wednesday October \\ from
,4:30-6:30 PM. The public is
welcome.to attend,
-By Maria BlackburnArts Editor

Attention: All Student Poets

The Connecticut Poetry Circuit will be selecting several
undergraduate poets to tour colleges to read their own-;
poetry. Each college must choose one undergraduate poet
to represent his/her college. If you are interested in entering;
Trinity's contest, you must submit four copies of four pages;
of poetry by 12:00 noon, OCTOBER 11 to Hugh Ogden in the?;
Bnglish Department. Your name should not appear on the;
poems but should be printed with your address, telephoned
number and year in college on a separate sheet attached to
the poems.
The student selected as the Trinity representative will submit:
poems to the Connecticut Poetry Circuit Selection Committee!
and the five poets will be announced in December.
Trinity has had a poet almost every year since the contest
started so submit your poems now!

REMINDER: The Bebe Miller Ralph Lemon & Co will be performing
TONIGHT at 8 PM at The Austin Arts Center. General Admission is $10;
$5 for students and Senior Citizens. This is a Performance Pass event.

Can Art Go Too Far?

On October21 from 2-4 PM,
. the Wadsworth Athaneum, one
of the nation's

;

;•••.:'••

oldest art museums will host-'Art
and Outrage:," a panel discussion
about the traditi6n of anti-tradi< tionalart. •' ' '
•
Can art-go too far? What
happens when the public turns
againstan artist's work,? These,
questions^ have -particular .bearing on this fall's two major exhibitions at the Athaneurn, "The
; Dada arid Suf realist World Image," (October 8 through Decem, ber
31)
arid
Robert
Mapplethorpe (October 1
through December 24).

. • Panelists,for (his discussion partment at 278-2670 extension
include Marcia Tucker, founding 322. .. .
director of the New Museum of
Contemporary Art in New York;
Ingri^ Sischy, former editor of
Act in TV
Artforurn rnagazine; - Bernard
Commercials
•Hanson^ former dean of theflartHigh Pay
'
ford Art School at UHART, and
No experience, all
Patrick McCaughey, director of
ages, kids, teensj,
the Wadsworth Athaneum, There.,
young adults,
will also be a question and answer <
families, mature
session following the discussion.
people, animals, etc.
'•'• Admission to the event is $3
Call Now!
for museum members and stuCharm Studios
dents; $5 for non-members.
(800) 447-1530 Ext
Advance tickets are available and
7896
recommended. For more information, call the Education De-

WRTC 89.3 FM Concert
10/10 HOLIDAY CLOCKS
The Underground
Trinity College •
10/11 BOB MOULD
(formerly of Husker Du)
The Windjammer
Misquamicut, RI
10/12 From Lynard Skynard.
JOHNNY VAN ZANT •
The Channel
Boston, MA
10/13 MEATLOAF
The Channel
Boston, MA
FEARLESS LEADER
Anthrax
Norwalk, CT
10/14MAX CREEK
Windjammer
Misquamicut, RI

Calendar

10/19 THE IT ALS & DAVID
ISSACS
The Channel
Boston,MA

10/24 EUPHORIA
Nightshift Cafe
Naugautuck, RI

10/28 MICK TAYLOR
Windjammer
Misquamicut, RI

10/20 SPYRO GYRA
The Paramount
Springfield, MA

10/25 TITO PUENTE BAND
Llyod's, The Rendezvous Room
at The Summit
Hartford, CT

76% UNCERTAIN, PLUS,
FLYING NUNS'
Nightshift Cafe
Naugautuck, RI

OCTOBER AND THE HEAT
Night Shift Cafe
Naugautuck, RI

THE BLACK VELVET BAND
Windjammer
Misquamicut, RI

ZULUS WITH GWAR
The Channel
Boston, MA

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
The Channel
Boston, MA

10/26 THE THE
Windjammer
Misquamicut, RI

10/21 SPYRO GYRA
The Palace
New Haven, CT

DJAVAN
Toad's Place
New Haven, CT

10/30 STEVE STEVENS AND
THE ATOMIC PLAYBOYS
Toad's Place
New Haven, CT

10/21 LOADSTAR AND ALL
El 'n' Gee Club
New London, Ct

10/27 JOHN CAFFERTY
AND THE BEAVER BROWN BAND
Windjammer
Misquamicut, RI

10/15 GHOST SHIRTS
Night Shift Cafe
Naugautuck, RI

PHYSICAL GRAFFITTI
The Channel
Boston, MA

10/17 BAD ENGLISH
Toad's Place
New Haven, CT

10/22 BLACK VELVET WITH
KEVIN MCDERMOTT
Toad's Place
New Haven, CT

10/2? GEORGE BENSON
The Paramount
Springfield, MA
ULTRA BLUE, DHARMA BUMS, ETC.
The Channel
Boston, MA

COMING SOON...

'

GEORGE CLINTON
GEORGE CARLIN
CAMPER VAN BEETHOVEN

LISTEN TO WIN
TICKETS FOR
THESE SHOWS!!!
CALL 297-2450
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Arts
Tue 10/10
Bebe Miller & Co/ Ralph Miller Co. Dance
Companies
8 PM Austin Arts, Goodwin Theatre
Performance Pass Event
Wed 10/11
Paintings by Clay Kanzler Opening Reception
4:30-6:30 PM Austin Arts, Widener Gallery
Exhibition runs 10/11-11/12
Open to Public

The Fairy Tale Continues
Into The Woods
October 24-29
Broadway at the Bushnell
166 Capitol Ave
Hartford

Once upon a time in Hartford...
The
Bushnell
60th
Anniversary continues as
Broadway at the Bushnell
presents "Into the Woods", a
vibrant musical which Time
Magazine calls, "a ravishing
explosion of color and melody

and laughter."
Directed by James
Lapine, "Into the Woods"
features a Tony Award
winning score by Stephen
Sondheim. The show is a
musical exploration of what
happens to the Brothers
Grimm's best known folk tale
characters after "happily ever
after!" Familiar childhood
friends such as.Little Red
Riding Hood, Cinderella, and
Rapunzel come to life and

recreate the fairy tale and myth
to illustrate life's basic values.
This is not a tale stricly for
children but rather it is a
cleverly created allegory
which presents ideas about
love and loyalty, good and evil,
truth and deception.
Tickets are on sale now
with prices ranging from $17$32 and may be purchased by
calling the Bushnell Box Office
at 246-6807, Teletron at 1-800922-2030 or by visiting any
Ticketron location.

Interdisciplinary Conference
Mather Campus Center, Wean Lounge
Trinity College
Call 297-2052 for more information.

Theater of the Female Body
October 12-14,1989
Thursday, October 12,
8PM
Dr. Charcot's Hysteria Shows
Open Dress Rehearsal
TheatreWorks
233 Pearl St
. Hartford, CT
For reservations call: 257-7838
Interdisciplinary Conference
Octoberl3-14
Wean Lounge/Mather Campus Center

Student Sculpture Installed
Students from Brigid Kennedy's "Sculpture I" class will be exhibiting outdoor
installations of a class project from October 13-24. Twelve in total, each sculpture was
conceived as a functional refuge shelter for one person and will be installed on a specific,
on-campus site. The sculptures are formed from various scrap materials and will serve
to pose as an interesting juxtaposition on the architecture and open areas of the campus.
This will in no doubt prove to be one of the highlights of the Fall 1989 semester.
A—Kim Luzzi '90
B—Mary McCormack '91
C—Dudley Blossom '91
D—David Lowey '90
E—Kristin Bergman '90
F—Ben Howard
G—David Herrell '90
H—Dawne Browne '90
I—My Linh Vu'91

Session I
Friday lOAM-Noon
Rituals of the Female
Sacred
Carolee Schneemann
Deborah Hay

Session II
1:15-3:15 PM
Theater of Sexual Politics/ Pornography
Madelon Sprengnether
Holly Hughes
Richard Schechner
Session III
3:30-5:30 PM
Femininity as a Masquerade, Wean Lounge
Bernice Renaud
Mady Schutzman
Susan Foster

NOTE: At press time, the sites of sculptures by Beulah Ticknor '91 and Bruce Moulton
'90 were unknown.
.

8:00 p.m.
Dr. Charcot's Hysteria Shows
Preview, TheaterWorks
SUVAWUT &T.

Session IV
Saturday, 9:30 a.m. - noon
Seminotic of Racial/Cultural Differences, Wean Lounge
Joan Erdman
Rebecca Schneider
Andrea Hairston
Brenda Dixon
Session V
1:00-3:00 p.m.
Gender, Hysteria, Storytelling
TheaterWorks
Martha Evans
Carol Martin
Jo-Anna Isnak

MB:ALONG
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4:00 p.m.
Dr. Charcot's Hysteria Shows
followed by ensemble,
TheaterWorks
8:30 p.m.
Dr. Charcot's Hysteria Shows
TheaterWorks

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE
AND OPEN TO PUBLIC.
RESERVATIONS ARE
STRONGLY ADVISED
FOR ALL PERFORMANCES OF DR.
CHARCOT'S HYSTERIA
SHOWS.
.For Conference
Information:
(203) 297-2052
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Place Stamp Here
Steve Safran
At noon on Tuesday, October 3,1 was sitting in my Biology class.
A security guard entered the room, went to the front of the class and
asked:
"Is there a Steve Safran in this class?"
I was the only one I knew of, so I stood up. I thought for sure there
was some tragedy in my family, or the Hartford cops had caught up
with me for unpaid parking tickets. The Security guy had no idea what
the situation was, only that it was "an emergency."
We drove back to the Security office. I was insanely nervous.
"What is it," I asked the Security people.
"Call your mother."
No w, my mom can be somewhat protective, but I hardly thought
forgetting to call her in the past week qualified as an emergency.
"What is it?" I demanded again, showing remarkable impatience.
"It's about your car."
My car? What the heck could my mom know about my car? That
it needed an oil change?
I called her. "Are you alright?" she asked.
"I'm fine. What's up?"
"We were so worried. Your car was stolen..." I tried to put my
foot through a metal cabinet in the Security office.
It turns out that was the good news, "...and used in a bank
robbery."
The FBI had identified the license plate from my car, and since
it was registered to my parents, they called my mom. The FBI told her
"Your son's car was used in an armed bank robbery and we don't know
where he is." My mother naturally assumed I was kidnapped. The FBI
wanted to question me.
I was a suspect.
Stop laughing. Please. It was my car so they had to question me.
They were on their way. After several calls to the Hartford Police
(Motto: "Hey, leave us alone, kid.) I found out that my car had been
recovered.
A few calls later, it turned out they were only kidding; they didn't
have my car.
A. day later, it turned out they were only kidding again. My car
was found, its rear window shattered, its ignition drilled, and its
rearview mirror stolen. (Rear view mirror?) But they couldn't get my
radio out! HA!
Back to the story: The Hartford Police at some point had these
guys in a chase and lost them . I was actually proud of my car when
I found that out. Maybe I won't pull over quite so easily when they
clock me next.
After lOminutes, I was getting ready to leave the office. Then the
' FBI came.
••'•....
This was the coolest part of the day. Two guys in blue suits walked
into the Security office. Of all the people around, they look at me and
say:
"You must be Steve."
That's why they're the FBI. I was impressed. "You must be the
' FBI guys," I replied. We shook hands.
.
"We just want to ask you a few questions. Is there some place we
could talk?" Special Agent Heubeck asked. The Security folks sent us
into Mr. Rucci's office.
"This is great," I said, "this is just like TV."
"Almost," replied Agent Heubeck.
We sat down and they asked me the standard boring questions.
It became apparent to me that I was no longer a major suspect, and this
bummed me out no end. I had spent'the past half-hour thinking of what
my alibis were, and where I was at the time of the robbery. (Playing
Badminton, and losing badly.)
All they wanted was my name, address, phone number and a
description of the car.
Let me just say at this point that these were two of the nicest guys
I'd ever met. They put me at ease, and we joked around for most of the
"interrogation." They finished, and asked me to take them to the spot
from which my car was stolen. As we were leaving the Security office,
these two obviously out-of-place guys were drawing some attention!
Agent Heubeck looked at me:
"What is this? You wear a suit and everyone here thinks you're
weird?"
"Yeah, you guys do sort of stick out."
Then Agent Heubeck had the funniest idea I ever heard. He
stops, looks at me and quietly says "Here, walk between us and bow
your head down. We'll look really imposing "
1^ was floored. "Will you? Great! You guys have handcuffs?"
. "Could you brandish them?" I was pushing it, but they compl ied
Their jackets were open enough to expose the cuffs and guns they were
packing. I looked remorseful, and the lunchtime crowd got a show
If anyone asks, tell them you're being arrested for dumping
garbage. It was the old Ado Guthrie line. An Agent who quotes from
Alices Restaurant!' I'm happy to have these guys in charge
• was the greatest thing that ever happened to me. Channel 8
had a brief report on the event, ending it by saying "The thieves
escaped the scene in a red Toyota with Massachusetts plates," My car
ZZS
l y " n d e T e n t j e p a i r s , but the reel-die bags that were in the
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Return of the Bad Poets Society
By Niwanda
Dormi Diem! Sorry about missing
last week, but the Bad Poets were exercising
their right not to write. But boy oh boy do
we have one for you this week. •
John "Jack" Cockrellis a Junior who is
on leave this semester to attend a program
in Waterford, CT which is put on by the

Ode To Roads
0', / did wander those
Tiresome roads
Of weary days gone by.
Was found one thing
That's best described
As a rather beat-up old bow-tie.
The ole street-miser knows
(Ah, yes, he knows!)
What makes the tar
Fade
And crack.
Does lead a lonely life
Do these dusty trails
Of remembrance.
And fill my heart with
Well, not pain, but something
Of a semblance.
So walk on them, I say,
Tread them 'till they crumble.
But don't get mad ifn revenge
Gets its own
And makes one start to
Stumble.

National Theater Institute. He reports that they
are keeping him busy 7 days a week. Jack, it's
time for a nap.
Anyway, Jack sent us his Bad Poem. It's
brilliantly terrible.
Let's get right to it. The "Ode To Roads"
speaks for a lost generation. It is an impassioned
plea for massive social change which shakes at
the very roots of our being. "Tire-some" roads,
indeed. The first stanza has a disillusioned
author speaking of being lost, and finding a
bow-tie. But it isn't just a bow tie, it's a "rather
beat-up old bow-tie." This is a metaphor for our
poor care for the elderly. The old men are the
ones who wear the bow ties, and yet we neglect
them like so many used tissues, until, like those
tissues, they blow away in the wind.
"The ole street-miser knows." Speaks for
the wisdom of the elderly. They are wise, and
learned, yet we treat their every utterance as
though it were some Alzheimer's Diseased idea.
We should listen more closely when our elders
pull us close and say "Always wear a coat."
The last line of the second stanza ("And
crack") is a distinct cry against drugs. The
author is hoping for the day when we can lead
a drug-free life, and be peaceful, happy creatures.
The third stanza is just plain bad.
The fourth stanza is a forceful warning to
those who do not heed the wisdom revealed
herein. He is "daring" you, the reader to walk
the roads while they fall apart, lest you surely
get your come-uppance. Revenge is coming
soon to our society-for its wicked, wicked ways.
"Ode To Roads" is an anthem for our
generation. It is so forceful in its insight, and so
bad in its quality that the Bad Poets have entered
it into the Bad Poets Hall of Fame.
Jack: "Nap The Day!"

Calvin & Hobbes
CALVIH, I'M TELLING
itWR PARENTS ABOUT
THIS/ \m IET ME W.'

CALVIN

HANG ON, ROZ.
, THE PHONE
f V IS RINGING.'

HOBBES AMD I CAN HARDLS
HEARTOETV

By Bill Watterson
WRE N 0 P
SUPPOSED
TOfiF
WATCHING
TELEVISION

LET
ME,
IN/

VEi, IF HOU GO
RENT OSMCR
AND A MOVIE,
WE'LL PUT THE
Vi NEAR A
WINDOW SO 1CW
<M VJMtH TOO.'

HOPE IT'S 10UR PARENTS.'
IT'S 1OUR BEFRIEND,
HOPE THEl ASK TO TALK CHARLIE.' SHOULD I TELL
WE.1 B01, W L L BE IN HIM W R E IHD1SPOSED?
TREBLE 1HEN!
HA UK

ARE W 18?
fOU COULD GET
US "VEHUSIKM
VAMPIRE WENS".'

HO/LJET
MET/LK
TO HIM/

SKi CU(S, MIT
-(CM THINK WRE
SETTLING B &
TOO LITTLE W
TO GIRLFRIEND
DEPARTIAEHT?

10-3

ISN'T IT GREAT TO GET OUT OF
THE HOUSE ALONE TOGETHER
R & A CHANGE?

ITS SO MICE AND QUIET.
VIE SHOULD DO THIS t40&
OFTEH.

CALVIN, YOU'VE <aCfT
FIVE SEGSffifcTO QfH
THE POOR BEPDRE I
BREAK A WINDOW/

^ L ' M TELLIHG WCHUCK,
VOUR. GIRLFR\
A PS(CUO.' I .W R E NOT MAKING c
• LORG-RANGE PtAHS
^RC0ND H "
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The Importance of Dog Obedience in Society
If you were to ask me, "Dave,
what are the two words that summarize everything you truly believe in, other than beer should be
served in a chilled glass?" I would
have to respond :"Dog obedience." I own two dogs, and they
both have been trained to respond
immediately to my voice. For
example, when we're outside, all
1 have to do is issue the following
standard dog command: "Here
Earnest! Here Zippy! C'mon!
Here doggies! Here! I said come
HERE! "You dogs COME HERE
RIGHT NOW!!! ARE YOU
DOGS LISTENING TO ME???
HEY!!!" And instantly both dogs,
in unison, like a precision drill
team, will continue trotting in
random directions, sniffing the
ground.
This is, of course, exactly what
I want them to do. Dogs need to
sniff the ground; it's how they
keep abreast of current events.
The ground is a giant dog newspaper, containing all kinds of latebreaking dog news items, which,
if they are especially urgent, are
often continued in the next yard.
We live next to an aircraftcarrier-sized dog named Bear who
is constantly committing acts of
prize-winning journalism around
the neighborhood, and my dogs
are major fans of his work. Each
morning, while I am shouting
commands at them, they race
around and scrutinize the most
recent installments of the ongoing Bear oeuvre, vibrating their
bodies ecstatically to communicate theircritical comments ("Bear

has done it AGAIN!" "This is
CLASSIC Bear!" etc.).
Of course you cannot achieve
this level of obedience overnight.
You have to take time to understand dogs as a species, to realize
that they have not
always been peaceful domesticated animals who fulfill their
nutritional requirements primarily by
sliding up to the coffee table when you' re
not looking and
snorking taco chips
directly out of the
bowl.
Millions of years
ago, dogs were fierce
predators
who
roamed in hungry
packs; ifsome unfortunate primitive man
got caught out in the
open, the dogs would
surround him, knock
him to the ground
and, with saliva dripping from their wolflike jaws, lick him to
within an inch of his
life. "Dammit Bernice!" he would yell
to primitive woman. "We got to
get these dogs some professional
obedience training!" This is still
basically the situation today.
We had our larger dog. Earnest, professionally trained by a
very knowledgeable woman who
came to our house and spent several hours commanding Earnest
to "heel." Wouldn't it be funny if

it turned out that animals actually
had high lQ's and understood
English perfectly, and the only
reason they act stupid is we're
giving them unintelligible commands? Like, maybe at night in

Dave Barry

the stable, the horses stand around
asking each other: "What the hell
does 'giddyap' mean?"
But thetrainer had no trouble
getting Earnest to comprehend
"heel." Her technique was to give
commands in a gentle but firm
voice; to consistently praise Earnest for obeying properly; and to
every now and then, as a reminder.

send 75.000 volts of electricity dogs to come to skidding fourdown the leash. At least that's legged stops and look around w i th
how I assume she did it. because expressions of extreme puzzlein no time she had Earnest heeling ment. Foiledagain! He'saclever
like Vice President Quayle. one that bad auy!
GO TO SCHOOL— The highWhereas when 1 take Earnest for
a "walk," 1 am frequently yanked light, the absolute pinnacle, of our
horizontal by dog dog's existence is riding in the car
lunges of semi-nuclear when we drive our son to school,
force—Earnest could an activity that gives them the
tow a bulldozer across opportunity to provide vital servNebraska—so that my ices such as barking at policemen
body, clinging desper- and smearing dog snot all over the
ately to the leash, winds rear window. So every morning
up bounci ng gaily down they monitor us carefully, and the
the street behind Ear- instant we do something that indinest at close to the fed- cates to them that our departure is
eral speed limit, like a imminent, such as wake up, they
tin can tied to a newly- sprint to the garage door and bark
at it, in case we' ve forgotten where
wed couple's car.
But "heel" is not the it is, then they sprint back to us
only obedience skiflour and bark some more, to let us
dogs have mastered. know they're ready to go, and
then they sprint back to the garage
They also know:
ANSWER THE door, and then back to us, and so
DOOR— When a per- on, faster and faster, until they
son, real or imagined, become barely visible blurs of
comes to our house, negative-IQ canine activity rockboth dogs charge vio- eting through the house at several
lently at the front door hundred revolutions per minute,
barking loudly enough and you can just imagine how
to shatter glass, because difficult it can be for us to make
they know, through them understand the concept of
One non-school
instinct, that there is a "Saturday."
bad guy out there and they must morning my wife felt so sorry for
protect the house. So when we them that she went out in her
open the door, no matter who is bathrobe and drove them around
standing there—a neighbor, a the neighborhood for a while,
delivery person, Charles Manson looking for things they could bark
holding a four-foot machete—the at.
So don't try to tell me dog
dogs barge right past him and race
outside, looking for the bad guy, training isn't worth it, OK? 1 can;l
who for some reason is never there, hear you anyway, because there's
a mystery that always causes the a bad guy at the door.

The Networks' NewFall Season Lineup
Those of you that are fortunate enough to have a TV in your
room have already seen part of the
newfall line-up the networks have
to offer this year. For those of you
who have missed it...you haven't
missed much. But anyway here's
a guide to the new and notable.
SUNDAY: NBC, 8 PM:
"Sister Kate"— This show is a
laugh riot if you're into nun and
orphan jokes. Basically, it's a
"Facts of Life" rip-off, but it's coed, and insted of Mrs. Garrett, a
firm but fair nun is in charge of
teaching the little urchins about
the harsh realities of being an
orphan. Of course, they are all
good-looking, well-adjusted orphans...
MONDAY: CBS, 8 P.M.:
"Major Dad" is actually viewable, but it's on opposite "ALF"
so who really cares? It's about a
firm but fair Major in the Marines
who marries into a civilian family, complete with charming
young daughters who aren't all
that impressed with the fact that
their new dad fought in the proud
Grenadan War.
8:30 P.M.: "The People Next
Door" is a must see, because it is
sure to spawn several trivia questions after it gets cancelled, hopefully some time next month. This
is the worst of the worst. I can't
fully describe the action here, but
its about a firm but weird cartoonist who can make his characters
come to life. Only he and his
family can "see" the characters.
Everyone else thinks he's nuts.
(Can you say "Field of Dreams?")
This show sucks.
9 P.M.: CBS is mericful
enough to give us "Murphy
Brown," which as we all know is
one cooj show. Not a new show,

The Biker Chick
but the obvious lead into...
9:30 P.M.: "The Famous
Teddy Z." This is actually kind of
funny, being mostly a satire about
show business and weasel agents.
It's mostly well-written and insightful, with some potentially
classic characters (Check out
Mega-Agent "Al Floss.). The only
drawbacks are the boring scene at
home with Teddy's firm but fair
Grandmother, as the matriarch of
the family. The scenes at the
agency are great. PROBLEM:
It's opposite "ABC's Monday
Night Football," so none of the
"guys" will watch it.
TUESDAY: CBS foists a
few lame ducks our way, with
"Rescue 911" at 8 P.M. and "Island Son" at 10 P.M. "Rescue" is
a dramatic recreation of "real-life
emergencies" which are acted out
to the soundtrack of the actual 911
call. It's hosted by William Shatner, and it's downright spooky.
"Island" stars Richard Chamberlin as a doctor (Hello, typecasting) on Hawaii. Kind of a "Magnum, M.D." Enough said.
ABC's new tuesday lineup
includes "Chicken Soup" at 9:30
P.M. It should so well, given that
it follows the annoyingly popular
"Roseanne"and precedes the even
more annoyingly popular "thirtysomething." (Which I happen to
watch religiously.) "Soup" is
really "The Jackie Mason Show"
and is about Jackie Mason being
Jewish and dating an Irish woman
played by Lynn Redgrave, straight
from her smash-hit role in the

runs against CBS's "Peaceable
Kingdom." To be honest, I haven't
seen this one, but it sure sounds
"Weight Watchers" ads. A few dumb. Something about the Bigood jokes, and probably a win- onic Woman raising a family and
ner.
running a zoo at the same time.
WEDNESDAY, 9:30 P.M.: Silly me, I thought that was the
Silliestpremiseofthe season goes same thing anyway. Skip it.
to ABC's "Doogie Howser,
THURSDAY, 9 P.M.: ABC
M.D." The title tell you all you has "The Young Riders"and CBS
need to know. A 16-year-old boy- has "Top Of The Hill." "Riders"
genius becomes a doctor in amajor is a "Young Guns" ripoff, and
hospital, and has to deal with being nearly as well-acted. "Hill" is
a child forced into an adult world, simply an updated version of "Mr.
With the exception of the plot line Smith Goes To Washington." Bag
when he got to examine his girl- 'em both, and watch NBC, who
friend, this one's lamer than Re- has had the best Thursday lineup
agan was from 1986-88.
of all time running since 1983.
NBC, at 9 P.M. has the Mel
FRIDAY, 9.PM.: Friday
Brooks-produced "Nutt House." night is lame, as it always has
It's kind of a Mel meets "Hotel" been. ABC's "Living Dolls" is a
deal, and it shouldn't last too long. spinoff of "Who's The Boss?"
There's a few good gags, but Mel which is ashow I've always hated.
ain't what he used to be. "Nutt" It's perfect for those of you who

M.G. Blackburn

CaBviri & Hobbes
Bert,too1
GET
TROUBLE.

SlEMJNG MOMS StoES WO

M^w^^& wow m w> IATE..
TMEW ICCWMS TOE
QFTUEttoUSE...
MWOOF

like to ogle 15-year-old girls in
Spandex. ,
Ladies and Gentlemen, highconcept show of the night is
"Baywatch" on NBC. David
Hasslehoff can act almost as well
as he can sing. Frank Hardy is
way out of shape, and I haven't
the slightest idea why Kirstie A] ley
married him. It's a stupid excuse
to ogle women in bikinis. Not that
there's a good excuse, but enough
already.
SATURDAY: The big news
is CBS's much-hyped "Saturday
Night with Connie Chung."
Connie is a fabulous presence,
but they have to do something
about these tabloid-TV shows
soon. Connie is seen as a respected journalist. Let's hope she
isn't joining the ranks of husband
Maury Povich.
The best bets for the new
season are the old favorites:
"Cheers," "L.A. Law," "Murphy
Brown," "Perfect Strangers," and
"The Wonder Years." Fred Savage is the best young actor. Ever.
Stay tuned.

By Bill Watterson
THWS fc ICT TO V.WE,
DOWR R * JUST ORE
I FEEL
BAD.

MAD UWINS
EMEU &VM01E
PJK.WSE OF
DOESN'T
HELP-
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Cross Country Outpaced by Williams, RPI
Moran, Claire Summers, Caroline Bailey, Elizabeth Hines, and
Brooke Raymond rounded out the
team scoring for Trinity. Hope
This past Saturday, October
Weiner, Vera Hill (running her
7, both the women's and men's
first race after recovering from a
cross-country teams ran theirfirst
knee injury), Kristin Comstock,
home meet of the season, competand Emily Barnhart all ran strong
ing against Williams, RPI, and
- races for Trinity, which came in
NorthAdams. Inspired by throngs
second place for team scoring
of cheering parents and the cool,
ahead of North Adams and RPI.
sunny weather, both teams ran
While the women's team
strong races on their respective
courses which wound around the
soccer fields, the chapel, and even
the President's house.
The women's race had a fast
Continued from Back Page
start with Freshman Carrie Pike
leading the pack. Pike ran her result of a Williams cross, as Rob
fastest time ever, winning the race Lake received a ball from the near
with a fantastic time of 18:58. A post and headed the ball in the
large pack of six Williams run- back of the net.
ners followed, giving them a firstThe remaining thirty four
place team finish. Williams re- minutes of the first half saw the
mains on of the strongest crossBantams keeping the Purple Cows
country programs in the nation.
off the Scoreboard. Trinity started
Candace Mulready ran a strong
time for Trinity, coming in on the the first half with a confidence
that was absent in the first half.
heels of the Williams pack. Jen
-By Laura KearneySports Writer

recovered from their race, the
men's team lined up at the starting
line and began their, five-mile
course which included several
runs up the big slope of the Quad
and a race down Broad street
between the traffic and pedestrians on the sidewalk. As the starting pack began to spread apart, a
Williams runner and an RPI runner emerged at the front, challenging each other for the first-

place finish for the duration of the
race. Williams edged it out in the
end and also won the team first
place. For Trinity, Men's CoCaptain Mike Joyce ran a fast race
with a time of 27:49. Dave Payne
came in shortly after with one of
his trademark, war-cry finishes,
emitting a threatening yell as he
sprinted against an RPI runner.
Both tied atatimeof28:18. Kevin
Hall and Bruce Corbett came in

less than a minute later, followed
by Doug Wetherall, who sprinted
across the finish line displaying
his speedy track form. John Claud
and Tito Lord finished one after
the other, followed shortly by John
Ives, Mike Fagan, Robert Baldwin, and Rich DiPretta. The team
came in third behind Williams
and RPI respectively.
Next week, both teams head
to Amherst for the NESC AC race.

Soccer Beats ESCU, Loses to Williams

Men's Soccer
By Xavid Gerber
Although they have only played three games, the
Men's Junior Varsity Soccer team has been both successful
and effective at fortifying the skills of the young players.
All but two of the players are Freshman, but the team has
played like a seasoned mechanism. Peter Marchese '93, a
varsity player who also plays on JV, has proven to be an
offensive leader. In addition,Mark Gruba'93, Carlos Vallejo
'93, and Adam Kerr '93 have been leading the offense. On
defense, the team has been anchored by the fine play of Bill
Grogan '93, Alex Golden '93, Hylton Jolliffe '93, and David
Gerber '92-,
Strangely, Coast Guard has been Trinity's opponent
in two of their three games. The first game was taken by the
Bants in New London 3-1. The Bants were down 1-0 with
twenty minutes to play before they accelerated their
offensive attack. Goals were scored by Chris Dangel, Adam
Kerr, and David Riker. Following the mention of his new
nickname, Hans Gruba was overheard saying, "It may not
.show, but I have some personal pride."
•
:
Yale proved to be the Goliath that the team had
expected. In New Haven, many of the younger Yale
Varsity players were used in the match. Although the team .
lost 4-1 to the Yale squad, they were only down 1-0 at the
half. Coach John Ralston commented on the Yale team,
"Jees, they were pretty good. " Unfortunately, strong
winds and even stronger skills overcame the Bants later in
the second half. The lone goal was scored by Adam Kerr on
a direct kick from twenty yards.
The second meeting against Coast Guard, at home,
reinforced the Bantams domination of their visitors. With
'.many, of the varsity players on hand to cheer on the farm,
team, Trinity powered to a 3-0 victory. Gruba, Kerr, and
Rick Morris provided, the scoring, all in the second half.
This second half team will test its skill against
Wesleyan at home Today on the soccer field.

Field Hockey
By Mark Gruba
The Women's Junior Varsity Field Hockey team h a s
a record of 0-1-1 this fall. They tied Tufts away a n d lost to
Williams on Parent's Day last Saturday.
Despite the misleading record, the team has played
very well according to both Varsity coach Robin Sheppard
and J. V. coach Diane Christie. Coach Christie commented,
"In both games w e kept the ball in the offensive end the
majority of the game. We just could not score when w e h a d
to." She'also noted that even though there have been
several position changes among the players, everyone had.,
adapted well.
With four more games remaining on the schedule,
the team is locking to finish the season strong While
providing continued support for the Varsi ty.

The Bantams played within themselves and rode the crest of their
emotion for their first goal of the
game. Forward Mike Murphy
beat his defender on the left side
and crossed the ball only to have
the Williams goalie come out and
tap the ball. With the ensuing
confusion, junior stopper Patrick
McCabe dove and headed the ball
past the Williams goalkeeper to
bring the Bantams within one.
This goal at the 54:39 mark
of the game was the lift that the
Bantams needed against what will
be the most talented team they
will face all season. In the next
twenty minutes, Trinity put sustained pressure on the Williams
goal but were unable to score.
Williams scored their third .goal
of the game at the 78:19 mark
when the stopper ran through and
received the ball at the Bantam
eighteen yard line, and then shot
the ball in the side netting.

The Bantams showed great
composure in the second half of
the match and even proved that
the number four team in the nation is beatable. Trinity settled
down after spotting Williams two
early goals, and played with the
emotion and intensity that has
made this team such a success.
After the game senior fullback
Nick Formisano praised the team
for playing what was the best
Williams match in his four years

of Trinity soccer.
Senior captain Mike Murphy
commented, "It took most of the
first half for us to real ize we could
play with the number four team in
the nation." Murphy also emphasized the importance of the team
to maintain its intensity into the
second half of the season.
The Bantams travel to
Medford, MA to face Tufts on
Saturday for the only game of the
week.

Be a Trinity
Athletic

Supporter

FORUM FOR CONNECTICUT
HIGHER EDUCATION
Date:
Time:
Location:

Thursday, October 26,1989
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The J I M CT Customer Center
8th Floor
One Commercial Plaza
Hartford, CT 06103

Call 727-6499 or 1-800-672-6790
^ For Your Invitation
To a Day of FREE Seminars
Specifically for Connecticut
Higher Education
^
> Technology Presentations, Education
Demonstrations, Programs, and much m o r k .
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Sports
Women's Tennis Scores TwoKey Victories
Win Against Williams
Went Down to the Wire
-By Rich ZednickSports Writer

Picture this: A ball hit with
reserved confidence meeting the
top of the net, hanging there, teasing dozens of breathless onlookers and finally falling on the other
side as a winner. The last point of
the deciding match on Saturday
against Williams was a microcosm of The Lady Bantams' season.
Two big wins last week were
true signs of the mid-season metamorphosis experienced by
Trinity's women's tennis team.
The team began the season with a
disappointing 1-4 record, but after an inspirational defeat of
Wellesley two weeks ago, they
were turning things around. They
earned the momentum into their
match against Smith, overwhelming their guests 8-1. Then on Saturday, they faced a real test in a
Williams team which had lost only
once in eight season matches. The
result was a well-earned 5-4 victory.
The final tallies showed eight

wins and one defeat against Smith
last Thursday, but the day was far
from easy. Five of Trinity's eight
W's were gained in three sets; a
testimony to the team's increasing mental toughness. Heather
Watkins, Laura Hubbard, and
Courtney Geelan won their
singles' matches in straight sets
while MariaNevares and Christine
Laro way fought for three set wins.
Coach Wendy Bartlett stated that
Trinity "had to concentrate on
doubles more this year than ever
before" due to the fact that every
team match came down to the
twosomes. Despite having victory in hand, the Lady Bants kept
the feisty Smith women at bay
with three set wins by Bo Hewitt
and Watkins at number one,
Nevares and Hubbard at number
two, and Geelan and Katherine
Macaulay at number three
doubles. The team had a two match
win streak coming into the Parents' Weekend showdown with
Williams.
"We're pumped," was how cocaptain Christine "Goober" Laroway eloquently stated the team's
attitude. Coach Bartlett, taking a
more subdued outlook, anticipated

Women's Soccer
Continued from Back Page
season. In typical Trinity fasion,
the Lady Bants rallied back and
tied the game, one all, before halftime.
Sally Thayer took a shot on
the Williams net which was deflected by the opponents goal
keeper, but Kathy Ennnis was
there to knock the ball across the
goal line. This goal sent Trintiy
into the second half in good spirits.
Trinity coach, Maureen Pine,
felt "Trinity played some of the
best soccer I've seen during the
second half." The Lady Bants
tallied the only goal of the second
half resulting from freshman wing
Julie Edlund crossing the ball

perfectly in front of the goal for
Ennis who delivered her second
goal of the game. "Edlund and
back Merrill Richardson both had
excellent games" remarked Coach
Pine.
The team had dedicated the
game to freshman Elizabeth
Player, who broke both bones in
the lower part of her leg during
practice Friday. The injury, which
occured during a one on one drill,
caused Player's bone to penetrate
the skin resulting in seriouse injury. She was still in the hospital
on Sunday, and will be in a cast
for six months. Trinity worked
hard for their victory against
Williams; both the team and
Player deserve the win.

The Women's Tennis team scored two impresssive victories this week .

that "having the parents should be
inspirational." Trinity dueled the
visitors to a split of the singles
matches with wins provided by
Nevares, Geelan, and Laroway;
once again setting the scene for
the all important doubles matches.
Two of the matches were completed quickly. A win by Geelan
and Macaulay and a loss left the
two teams knotted at four wins

apiece with the number one
doubles match to decide the fate
of the two squads. An enthralled
crowd, which at one pointswelled
to around one hundred spectators,
received what they came to see:
an exciting Trinity win. Hewitt
and Watkins won the final point
of the day's final match with that
net hanging shot and the masses
roared with approval.

No Experience Neccessary.
Practices Monday and
Thursday, 5z30 p.m.

Call

ICristin
567-8862
Jenny
233-0778
Charlene 937-7680

This young team which had
opened the season with reserved
confidence, has turned the corner
its fans have been waiting for it to
turn and Laroway * s prediction that
"It's going to be a winning season" appears well within the realm
of possibility as the team takes a
4-4 record into matches at home
Thursday against Vassar and at
Wesleyan on Saturday.

Monday, Oct 2nd thru Saturday, Oct 14th

15-25

SAVE i H :..VKT?.EVEN * n ° / o
It's timetomake room at The Audio Store for all the newest audio and
video equipment from the hottest names in the business. We're clearing
out over 160 showroom demos. That means it's your chance to save big
on top-quality systems and individual components.
• Receivers
• Amplifiers
» Video Disc Players • CD Players
• Cassette Decks
• Speakers

• Yamaha
• Denon
• ADS
• Accuphase
• Clements
• Counterpoint
• CWD
• Dual
• Klipsch
• Meridian
» Mirage

• NAD
• Ortofon
• Proton
Van Den Hul

Women's Rygby
Players Needed
for the

Hartford
Wild Moses

Photo by Kathleen Thompson

The Audio Store's once-a-year Demonstrator Sale.
Hurry on over, because once they're gone, they're gone for good!
J To New Haven

U

...jnpike
Shui
Vill
Village
Shops Uj

THE

STORE

We're putting high fidelity back into hi-fi.
Shunpike Village Shops-Rt. 3, Rocky Hill, CT 06067 (1-91 Exit23)
• Hours: Mon-Thurs: 10-8 •.Fri: 10-6 • Sat: 10-5 257-3232
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Sports
Field Hockey Shut Out

BOXSEATS
Patrick Keane
Remember when you were little and there were always that certain
pair of sneakers that made you really happy? Remember that certain
pair of sneaks that made you run faster, jump higher, and even fly?
There was nothing like a great new pair of sneaks when you were a
young youngster.
When I was about six my favorite pair of sneakers were bright blue
Pony's. They had that special suede/felt feel and a bright yellow pony
sign on the tread. My Pony's, while giving me the power to do
anything, made me the envy of my first grade class. All of the other
kids had never seen such a stylin' pair of dogs.
The most popular pair of sneakers in this age group were the Nike
Burt Bruins. These Nikes were all leather with the swoosh on the side,
and that "snub nose" on the front. The Bruins tread was especially
handsome because it made such a neat imprint in the mud. You always
had to make sure to keep your brand new sneaks from getting soiled to
early in their existence. Recess was never a fun time for the kid with
a new pair of sneakers, because all of the other kids would try to get
your kicks dirty.
Another popular sneaker in this age group were Zips. Zips were
. always a popular brand because whenever you bought a pair you would
get a really neat prize. My favorite prize was a Zips digital watch,
which was a great back-to-school prize for any youngster. I remember
the Zips jingle like it was yesterday: "Runnin' in Zips fast as can be,
you stop, jump, catch and you make the big ' Z ' . You really leave your
mark with Zips!" This catchy tune for the big "Z" was always
accompanied by the Zips dancers in the commercial version of Zips.
The happiest day of my life occurred when I was about eight, when
my mom bought me my first pair of running shoes. They were a pair
of bright yellow New Balances. I had never heard of them so my mom
had to convivce me that they weren't "bdbos". I was money in my new
New Balances, and all of the other kids knew it. Then, in a most
unfortunate incident, I left them too close to the heater in our kitchen
and the soles completely melted. My mother tried to salvage what was
left of the shoes, but I refused to wear what were now a pair of New
Balance slippers.
As a child it was very strange thatl thought anew pair of sneakers
would endow me with Herculean powers, but I always had faith.
William Frizzell is awesome! ' .

-By Mark G r u b a Spo'rts Writer
With a victory over Amherst
last Wednesday and a disappointing loss to Williams Saturday,
the Women's Field Hockey team
moved their record to 5-2 on the
season.
Against Amherst, even
though they were 2-1 winners,
the Lady Bants actually did not
play very well. "We were lucky
to escape with a win," stated coach
Robin Sheppard. "We made too
many unforced errors, and there
was a lack of communication out
there." With only a handful of
" shots on goal the Lady Bants took
a scant 1 -0 lead into the half. The
goal came on a beautiful penalty
corner by senior Co-captain
Robin Silver off an assist from
sophomore Margot Ring.
The second half saw improved play from the Lady Bants.
Freshman Sarah Hammond
scored quickly off an assist by
freshman Grace Cragin. Junior
goalie Louise van der Does held
back the Aniherst attack with 17
saves. However, the lack of offense made the game against
Amherst much closer than it
should have been.
The lack of offensive punch
carried over to the Parent's Day
game against Williams, a5-0 loss.
"Worse than a 5-0 loss is the fact
that we only took three shots on
goal," reflected coach Sheppard.
Williams, on the other hand,
managed 21 shots and seven pen-

Field Hockey was blanked by a strong Williams team. Photo by Julie Scott

alty corners.
In a game where there was
very little offense for the Lady
Bants, the defense did play well in
the first half. In fact, going into
halftime Trinity was only down
2-0. In the second half Williams
struck for three more goals despite the efforts of van der Does,
who finished the game with 17
saves.
After the game coach Sheppard tried to sum up the team's
situation. "Today's loss was
everybody's loss. Theblamedoes
not belong to any one person,"
she was quick to point out.
However, she added, "We are a
young team, and with only three
seniors need the underclassmen
to begin to take on more leader-

Football Picks

Wines and I iquors » >$- White Street - *>?.% 1221

Washington
New England
Chicago*
Cincinnati*
Cleveland*
Denver*
L.A. Raiders*
Minnesota*
New York Jets
Philadelphia
San Francisco
Seattle
Tampa Bay*

24
21
20
26
23
26
23
24
24
24
27
24
20

New York Giants*20
Atlanta*
20
Houston
17
Miami
20
Pittsburgh
16
Indianapolis
23
Kansas City
21
Green Bay
16
New Orleans*
20
Phoenix*
20
Dallas*
10
San Diego*
23
Detroit
16

Monday Night Fnnthall
L.A. Rams

21

Buffalo*

KEGS
Busch 1/2
Busch 1/4
Mil's Best 1/2
Bud 1/2 •
Bud-1/4
Mil!en/2
Miller 1/4

TRINITY*
Williams
Amherst*
Tufts*
Coast Guard
Weslyan
Cornell*
Penn*
Princeton*
Yale
Maine
Colgate
Army*
St. Lawrence*
Union
'Connecticut*

28
28
17
21
21
21
21
31
31
17
28
24
35
24
21
31

Hamilton
14
Bates*
14
Bowdoin
7
Middlebury
7
Marist*
6
Colby*
7
Harvard
20
Brown
14
Columbia
14
Dartmouth*
14
Rhode Island* 21
New Hampshire* 14
Holy Cross
28
Western Conn. 14
RPI*
7
Massachusetts 21

Boston College*
Syracuse*
Kentucky*

38
20
17

Temple
Penn State
Rutgers

20

$33.99+
$19.99+
$25.75+
$40.49+
$23.99+
$40.49+
$23.99+

ship roles."
Coach Sheppard also hinted
that a change in the team's strategical alignment will take place.
"We have been using a formation
of four forwards, three links (or
midfielders), and three backs so
far, but it has not produced the
results we thought it would," she
explained. The team will work on
new formations in practice this
weekasitpreparesforThursday's
home game against Smith College, currently ranked #10 in New
England.
The Lady Bants should have
a new look by then as they get
fired up to avenge a loss to Smith
in a,,scrimmage earlier this sea*
son.

21
7
14

Baylor.
Notre Dame
Michigan
Clemson*
Mississippi*
Virginia*
Maryland
UCLA
Washington*
Texas A&M*
Rice*
Pittsburgh*

35
31
21
28
24
28
14
14
21
28
21
28
21
use
Ohio State*
24
Alabama*
24
Oklahoma State* 35
Louisville*
28
North Texas*
21
Johnson C, Smith*24
U of the South* 24

SMU*
Air Force*
Michigan State*
Georgia Tech
Georgia
UNC
Wake Forest*
Arizona*
Oregon
Houston
TCU
Navy
Cal*
Indiana
SW Louisiana
Kansas State
Southern Miss.
Stephen F. Austin
Livingstone
Maryville (Tenn.)

7
21
14
7
21
14
13
20
27
20
7
7
21
7
7
24
14

7
14

Call Ahead for Free Delivery of Kegs and Liquor
SPECIALS

Dubra Vodka
$9.99+ Liter

Black Label Bar Bottles
$5.99+ Case

DIRECTIONS
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ECAC New England
Div. Ill Football Poll
As of October 4

1. Lowell
2. Bridgewater
3. Williams
4. Worcester Tech
5. TRINITY
6. Amherst ,
7. Plymouth State
8. Nichols
9. Norwich
10. Coast Guard
11. Maine Maritime
12. Bentley
13. Curry
A
TTT
14. MIT
15. Tufts
16. Wesleyan
"I

TV

1

~——_

_

The Tripod Top 14

1 . Notre Dame
2 . Miami
3 . Nebraska
4 . Colorado
5 . SMU
6 . Michigan
7 . Tennessee

8. Arkansas
9. USC
10. Pitt
11. Houston
12. Alabama
13. Auburn
14. NC State

And the Bottom 14
14 Cincinatti (Law)
13 Baylor
12 The Patriots
11 Panhandle St.
10 Wis. Stout
9. Bethune-Cookman
8. Elmhurst

7. Puget Sound
6. Upsala
5. Delta State
4. Wartburg
3. Carthage
2. Winona State
1. Ouachita
1

4

m

i\

r

^

^

* k ^ ^ Nfc*

1

• • W ^ ^ ^

New England Football Scores
Williams
Yale
Holy Cross
Cornell
Penn
Princeton
Lehigh
Villanova
BU
UMass
Coast Guard
UNH
Maine
Houston

26
36
33
24
24
38
50
41
35
31
21
31
56
66

Trinity
21
15
Colgate
Dartmouth
7
Lafayette
23
21
Columbia
Brown
15
Harvard
28
Connecticut 35
Richmond
0
Rhode Island 6
Wesleyan
10
Northeastern 28
Lock Haven
0
Baylor
10

Trinity 3S ECSP 1
Trinity (3-0-2)
ECSU (4-7-0)
Goals: Ralph Fierro, Peter Alegi 2
Saves: Mike Cavanaugh 4

Williams 3 9 Trinity 1
Trinity (3-1-2)
Amhei-st(6-1-0)

01 - 1
21 - 3

Goals: Patrick McCabe
Saves: Mike Cavanaugh 4

Williams 26, Trinity 21
Trinity (2-1-0)
Williams (3-0-0)

14 0 0 7
0 O 7 19

Terry McNamara WR

11 catches for 106 yrds,
1 TD
132 yrds passing
15 for 30 passes, 2 TDs
74 yrds rushing
on 18 carries
2 Catches for 2 TD's

Todd Levine QB
Kevin RisCassi FB
Steve Redgate RB

Trinity 2, Amherst 1
Trinity (5-1-0)
Amherst(2-2-0)
Goals: Robin Silver, Sarah Hammond
Saves: Louise van' der Does 17

Williams 5, "fYinity 0
Trinity (5-2-0)
Williams(5-0-0)

0 0 - 0
2 3 - 5

Saves: Louise van der Does 17

The View Specials
Terry McNamara is the
College View Cafe athlete
of the week. McNamara
had 11 catches during
Saturday's game against
Williams for a total of 106
yards. McNamara also
had one touchdown
reception.
Congratulations Terry!
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y
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Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night Football
Free pizza and $3 pitchers of
Mil's Best from kickoff to ending
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are only $3
between 9 p.m. and closing
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PORTS
Women's Soccer
Beats Williams
injured list. At games end goal
keeper Allison Bolk tallied 15
Sports Writer
saves and her second shut-out this
season. Trinity out shot Smith 2The Women's soccer team 1 by the end of the contest.
added one more win to their recTwo days later Trinity took
ord, which stands at 4-1. With a on Williams in front of a full
full squad dressed, but not in crowd, packed with parents. After
perfect health, Trinity polished hearing of their daughters winoff Smith College 2-0 last Thurs- ning record, Moms and Dads were
day.
not disappointed. Trinity sent
Co-captain Deb Glew, recov- Williams home with a 2-1 loss.
ering from a broken nose, was
Williams scored first, early
. able to play despite a nose guard in the game, primarily due to lack
that obstructed her vision. Senior of communication on Trinity's
goal keeper Lisa Banks was also part. Senior goalie Lisa Banks
back in uniform but still suffering was in the net for the first time
from her knee injury^
since the Bants opening game,
Even with the addition of due to a knee injury early in the
Glew and Banks and coming off a
Please
See Women's,
Page
21
» tvaav u u
TTlMiicii a, i
g
big win over Conn. College, the
Lady Bants weren't playing as
aggresively as usual during the
opening moments of the game.
They were able to score their first
-By Patrick Keanegoal early.
Sports Editor
Catherine Hewitt knocked in
a Lea Macaro corner kick six
minutes into the contest. The
The men's soccer team sufremainder of the half was filled
with unlimited goal opportunities. fered their first defeat of the seaBy the end of the first period Trin- son with a heartbreaking 3-1 loss
ity had taken 18 shots on the Smith to Williams last Saturday. This
keeper, but only knocked one into difficult loss was ameliorated by
the net,
the tremendous effort the BanBoth teams came out stronger tams displayed in the second half
in the second half and once again of the match.
Trinity scored early. With 37:40
Earlier in the week Trinity
remaining in the game Lea Macaro hosted Eastern Connecticut. The
once again placed a corner kick Bantams easily defeated ECSU
perfectly in front of the net. Sally 3-1. The Bantams posed an early
Thayer was in position to tap in assault an ECSU hoping to put an
the second and final goal of the
end to their label of a traditionally
match.
slow starting team. The first goal
The fate of the game was
determined by-incredible defen- came approximately 15 minutes
sive play. Merrill Richardson who into the first half when one of
has been improving rapidly ECSU's less adept defenders
throughout the season had her deposited the ball over his
finest showing in this game. goalkeeper's head and into the
Richardson stopped what would back of the net. This was the first
have been a sure goal and consis- time the Bantams have scored first
tantly, with the help of Macaro since the first game of the season
andElizabeth Player, turned away against Coast Guard. The BanSmith attackers toinsure a Trinity tams registered a second first half
win.
goal when sophomore forward
Debbie Glew also played ex- Peter Alegi headed a cross from'
ceptionally well coming off the the other sophomore forward

mat

-By Cara Cahalan-
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Women's Soccer defeated Williams 2-1,
improving
their record —
to 4•- 1• .•
' —-I
a

Photo by Lysander IMIU.
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Men's Soccer Downs ECSU, Loses to Ephs
Ralph Fierro for a quick 2-0 lead.
The Bantams took this 2-0
lead into half, at which time
coaches Matt Clark and Robie
Shults told the team not to let
down and keep the pressure on the
ECSU goal. Another issue of
importance in the halftime chat,
was the relative lack of skill of the
ECSU sweeper, (foreshadowing
events of the second half)
Trinity started the secondhalf
with much of the same pressure
that they showcased in the first.
The Bantams scored their third
goal of the game about eighteen
minutes into the half when senior
co-captain and forward Mike
Murphy went for the Achilles heel
of the ECSU squad: the sweeper.

Murphy blew by the sweeper
leaving him no choice but to take
Murphy down in the box for a
penalty kick. Peter Alegi registered his second goal of the game
when he planted the sphere in the
back of the net for a 3-0 lead.
ECSU scored their lone goal of
the game with about eight second
remaining in the game on a convoluted corner kick play. Goalie
Michael T, Cavanaugh II made a
brilliant save, but the ball couldn' t
be cleared and an ECSU player
put the garbage goal in the net.
Last Saturday the Bantams
faced the number four team in the
nation in Division III soccer and
the number one team in New
England in Williams College.

Williams had recently come off
their first regular season loss in
two years and they were ready to
deal on what they thought would
be a mediocre Trinity team. This
hypothesis looked as if it would
come true as Williams wouldscore
two goals in the first sixteen and a
half minutes of the game.
The first goal came at the
6:40 mark of the first half when a
William midfielder received a
cross from the left side and vollied the ball in the back of the net.
Williams kept the Bantams pinned
in their own half of thefieldfor
most of the first half, as they netted their second goal at the 16:26
mark. This goal was also the
Please see Soccer, Page 20

Williams Downs Football
With 13 Seconds on Clock
-By Mike PinaSports Writer
Somehow itdidn'tseemright
from the beginning with the Bantams travelling several hours to
Massachusetts to play Williams
while Trinity celebrated Parents'
Weekend. Perhaps that aura was
a foreshadowing of coming
events. While most students home
at Trinity were saying, "...I can't
remember ever having the football team away on Parents' Weekend..." Trinity's coach Don Miller
was saying, "...I can't remember
ever losing a game on an onside
kicksolate in the game...." Linebacker Matt Rodriguez "... thought
we had the game, then, boom, we
didn't. Trinity suffered its first
loss at Western Field since 1977,
26-21 because of a tragic twist of
fate.
:
The Bantams started with a

Football Loses to Williams 26-21 in Final Seconds
Women's Soccer Beats the Ephs 2-1
Men's Soccer Defeats ECSU, Loses to Williams
X-Countrty Outpaced by Williams, RPI

the first half. In the first quarter
Steve Redgate ran one in from 3
yards out, and Terry Mac Namara
hauled in a 6 yard toucfidown, the
first passing touchdown scored
against Williams in 6 games. Todd
Levine passed for only 1 more
touchdown in the second half.
The defense did damage in
the first half, with a blocked punt
on the 7 yard line by Mike Vandall to set up Trinity's second
touchdown, the first of two interceptions by John Dauphinee in
the end zone, and a terrific goal
line stand which culminated in a
no gain on fourth-and-goal from
the 2 when end Jeff Buzzi and
linebacker Tony Martin stuck
Williams quarterback Dan Dwyer.
It appeared that the Bants
could do no wrong going into the •
second half, and no one could
imagine that these same Bantams
would be beaten by a Williams'
19 point fourth quarter, and one of

the most nightmarish finishes in
Bantam history.
Trinity seemed well on their
way to victory when Buzzi
crushed Williams quarterback
Dan Dwyer on his attempted 2
point conversion with 58 seconds
left; however, fate and misfortune
would befall the Bantams on the
ensuing kickoff.
With no timeouts left, Williams recovered an on-side kick
on their own 46 yard line after it
squirted from the hands of several
of the Bantams special teams
players. Williams quarterback
Dwyer then moved the Williams
squad 54 yards for a touchdown in
4 pass plays. Two passes were
completed to Lindsay Vaughn.
one was incomplete, and the last
was a thirty yard pass to Matt
Moynahan for the winning touchdown with 13 seconds left. v
"It was a devastaing loss,
said Coach Miller!

Field Hockey Beats Amherst, Shut Out by Williams
Women's Tennis Scores Two Major Victories
Volleyball Splits Last Two Matches
Waterpolo Defeated by Wesleyan 15-6

